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NEWS BRIEFS
• THIS IS YOUR LAST ISSUE of Oregon Birds until you renew your membership in Oregon Field Ornithologists! A convenient detachable renewal form is
printed inside the front cover of this issue of OB. In past years, OFO has carried
non-renewed members far into the next year. This caused serious cash flow
problems for OFO, and perhaps set a precedent that w i l l be difficult to reverse.
Nevertheless, the OFO Board is determined to set its books in order and not send
another issue of OB to anyone who has not renewed. Please renew by January 1988,
and save OFO the cost of billing you. This is one of your few notices; you read it
here first!
Also: (1) Consider becoming part of the Oregon Rare Bird Phone Network. If you are willing to make long distance calls on rare birds, as well as local
calls to birders in your toll-free calling area, fill in the tear sheet at the front of this
issue. Birders who are placed on the statewide network w i l l be among the first to
hear aboutrare birds in Oregon. If interested, fill outand mail in the tear sheet before
the end of 1987. (2) Fill out a Listing Report Form if you are a state or county lister.
Steve Summers has agreed again this year to compile the annual results of this poll.
Deadline is 31 January 1988. (3) Consider new offerings from the OFO Bookcase.
Eleanor Pugh's natural sound recordings are now offered through OFO, as well as
the new Oregon checklist published by Corvallis Audubon, and the National
Geographic's field guide.
• Christmas Bird Counts (CBCs) begin on 17 December 1987. There is a listing of
Oregon CBCs elsewhere in this issue. The National Audubon Society, which
sponsors the CBCs, sent a letter to CBC compilers in November. It is the compilers
who have to collect fees from CBC participants, and — you guessed it—fees are
going up. On your first CBC, the fee is $4. On your second this season it is $3.50,
and thereafter the fee is $3 per count no matter how many counts you participate in
this year. The system works on honor, they say, because compilers (except those
on the first few days) may not know how many counts you've been on. CBC-ers
should understand the reasons given by National Audubon for the increase: (1)
increases in printing costs for the Christmas Bird Count issue of American Birds and
for printing the packets that compilers need to conduct the CBC; (2) general belttightening by non-profit groups like Audubon; and (3) it is, after all, a "slight raise"
from last year's $3 fee. Fees for participating in CBCs are not optional, according
to National Audubon. They are needed to sustain the annual CBC itself, and without
this "small amount" of increase the very concept of Christmas Bird Counts could
be jeopardized. "We wish you a fantastic and rewarding Christmas Bird Count this
year."
• Oregon Field Ornithologist's 1988 Annual Meeting will be in John Day the
weekend of 18-19 June. Final plans are still being drafted. Make plans now! Look
for more details in future issues of Oregon Birds.
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• The Northern Spotted Owl is under review for listing as an endangered or
threatened species under the Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 ef seq.
The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service has received a petition for listing the Northern
Spotted Owl as an endangered species from Green World, an organization in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. "The Service would appreciate any additional data,
comments and suggestions from the public, other concerned governmental agencies, the scientific community, industry, or any other interested party concerning
the status of the northern spotted owl, Strix occidentalis caurina. Within one year
from the date the petition was received (January 28,1987), a finding as to whether
the petitioned action is warranted is required by section 4(b)(3)(B) of the Act."
Notice appeared at 52 Federal Register 34396, 11 September 1987. Close of
comment was 10 November 1987, but interested persons should write Mr. Rolf
Wallenstrom, Regional Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 500 N.E.
Multnomah Street, Suite 1692, Portland, OR 97232.
• Populations of Yellow-billed Cuckoo west of the Rocky Mountains will soon be
proposed for listing as "endangered" under the Endangered Species Act, according
to Ornithological Newsletter No. 60, October 1987.
• The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service plans to charge entrance fees at some National
Wildlife Refuges beginning in 1988. Seventy percent of the fee will go to
acquisition of additional wetlands, the rest to refuge operation. Fees will be $3.00
per person or $7.50 per vehicle; more than $8 million revenue is expected the first
year. The only Oregon refuge mentioned is McKay Creek in Umatilla County.
• A color-banded "Ring-billed or California Gull" was found on 15 September 1987
on the Oregon coast, according to the September issue of The Sandpiper, the
publication of Yaquina Birders and Naturalists. The bird had been banded in the
summer of 1987 in Churchill County, Nevada. For more information on Yaquina
Birders and Naturalists, write to Range Bayer, P.O. Box 1467, Newport, OR 97365.
Donna Lusthoff reported blue color marked American White Pelicans at McNary
N.W.R. on 7 October 1987. These birds were captured and color-marked by the
Canadian Wildlife Service at Stum Lake in British Columbia in summer 1987.
Stum Lake is the only pelican breeding colony in British Columbia. Send your
banded bird information to Oregon Birds for publication!
• Eighty-two million Americans reported feeding wild birds in 1986, according to
a U.S. Fish & Wildlife study reported in the 21 October 1987 issue of USA Today
(page 4D, col. 2). That's up from 62 million in 1980. Americans spend $4 billion
per year on travel to observe wildlife — including birders looking for new lifers —
according to the same article. Which Oregon birding hotspot ranks with Hawk
Mountain, PA, and Cape May, NJ, according to USA Today! "Tule-KlamathMalheur National Wildlife Refuge in northern California and Oregon"!!
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• In 1985 national hunting license sales amounted to $ 15.9 million, while more than
$ 14 billion was spent on nonconsumptive uses of wildlife. This is according to U.S.
Birdwatch 1(2): 4, 1987, the publication of the U.S. Section of the International
Council for Bird Preservation. Still, 9 of every 10 dollars spent on U.S. wildlife
conservation benefit animals that can be hunted or fished. For more information
on the ICBP, write to 801 Pennsylvania Avenue S.E., Suite 301, Washington, D.C.
20003.
• What is the American Ornithologists' Union Committee on Classification and
Nomenclature up to? In their latest supplement to the AOU's Checklist, printed in
the Auk 104(3): 591-596, the Committee said it is looking at the Hornemann's,
Hoary, Common Redpoll problem, concluding that "further study (especially of
breeding biology, pairing, vocalizations and ecology) will be required before the
systematics can be determined."
• Studies in Oregon Ornithology No. 3 has been published —Reed Ferris' 1930
1943 Bird Banding Records and Bird Observationsfor Tillamook County, Oregon.
This monograph gives a brief biography of Reed and tells of his contact with other
amateur ornithologists, especially Alex Walker. The authors are Range Bayer and
Reed Ferris, who is now reportedly 86 years old. The monograph is in the Oregon
State Library and is widely available in Oregon through inter-library loan. For your
own copy, send $7.75 (postpaid) to Gahmken Press, P.O. Box 1467, Newport, OR
97365.
• Bioacoustics, the international journal of animal sound and its recording, has
appeared. "The first international journal devoted to the study and recording of
animal sounds, a subject gaining increased attention from researchers and recordists alike. Bioacoustics aims to collect together many of the research papers and
articles on the subject at present scattered throughout many different journals and
to provide a forum for information on all aspects of wildlife sound recording." A
personal subscription rate of $29 per year is available for individuals who have no
access to institutional funds and who warrant that the journal is for their own use.
Items in the first issue include a review of the Sony Walkman Professional, acoustic
signalling of Great Black-headed Gull, and vocal repertoires of tropical African
birds. Write to AB Academic Publishers, P.O. Box 97, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4
2PX, England.
• Cornell's Library of Natural Sounds will offer its sound recording course again
11-18 June 1988. It will be held at San Francisco State's Sierra Nevada Field
Research Station, about 80 miles northeast of Sacramento. Interested persons
should write to Greg Budney, Library of Natural Sounds, Cornell Laboratory of
Ornithology, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, N Y 14850. The Library of
Natural Sounds asks persons with field recording equipment that is not being used
to donate it to the Library. The equipment needn't be in working order. Write to
(ircg Budney or Dave Wickstrom at the above address, or call Dave at (607)272OREGON BIRDS 13(4): 357, 1987

7877 and Greg at (507)255-4337. In other news, the Library reports that it will soon
begin construction of new quarters at the Laboratory of Ornithology. Collection
storage space will be quadrupled, studio size will be doubled, and a new studio will
be available specifically for use by visiting recordists. For more information, and
for membership in the Laboratory, write to 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850.
• Bill Ward, an internationally recognized wildlife sound recording enthusiast, has
agreed to make his tapes Birds of the Northwest available to the public on a nonprofit basis. Ward, whose recordings are used by the National Geographic Society
and Cornell University's prestigious Laboratory of Ornithology among others, has
spent years collecting, refining, and updating these tapes. The set of two 60-minute
cassette tapes is priced at $15.00. All proceeds from the sale of Ward's tapes will
go to the Siskiyou Audubon Chapter. To order, write to Siskiyou Audubon Society,
P.O. Box 1047, Grants Pass, OR 97526. Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.
• The McGraw-Hill Wildlife Birding Series has been announced. It is a home study
course aimed at those beginning in birding, produced by McGraw-Hill in cooperation with the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology. Eight modules are sent, 1 every
6 to 8 weeks. Cost is $19.95 plus $2.25 shipping and handling per module. Write
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center, 3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016.
• Breeding duck populations in 1987 showed no significant changes from last
year, according to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. Mallards and American
Wigeons showed modest gains but Blue-winged Teal and Northern Pintails
continued to decline. Six of the 10 major duck species are significandy below their
1955-86 average populations. This item appeared in Ornithological Newsletter
No. 60, October 1987.
• OFO is searching for an official logo. Everyone with artistic talent and interest
is invited to submit their creation to the OFO Board before the next annual meeting
— in June 1988. A new logo will be chosen by balloting at that time. Steve Heinl,
without intending to design a logo, was kind enough to draw the Western
Meadowlark OFO has been using on letterheads. Steve's meadowlark will be an
automatic entry. Send your best to Oregon Field Ornithologists, P.O. Box 10373,
Eugene, OR 97440.
• The Minnesota Prairie Chicken Society offers a numbered pewter belt buckle
featuring relief artwork by Karen A. Smith of a male Greater Prairie Chicken on its
booming grounds. The MPCS is dedicated to increasing public awareness of
pinnated grouse on native grasslands. A donation of $20 or more will get you this
magnificent belt buckle. Write to Minnesota Prairie Chicken Society, P.O. Box
823, Detroit Lakes, M N 56501.
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• The Trumpeter Swan Society will hold its 11th conference in Everett, Washington
3-6 February 1988. The conference theme is The Pacific Coast Population: It's
Past, Present and Future. This is the first TSS conference held west of the Rocky
Mountains. Studying and planning for adequate wintering grounds will be a major
focus of the conference. A field trip will take conference participants to Skagit
County where over 400 Trumpeter Swans can regularly be found at that time of
year, along with Tundra Swans, Snow Geese, ducks and shorebirds, and hundreds
of eagles, hawks, and falcons. Contact Martha Jordan, 11025 44th Street S.E.,
Snohomish, W A 98290, (206)334-7720.
• The International Year of the Raptor is running from March 1987 through April
1988, as proclaimed by the World Working Group on Birds of Prey. An extensive
educational campaign to protect raptors worldwide in conjunction with conservation groups internationally is planned.
• NARBA, the North American Rare Bird Alert, sells T-shirts with these slogans:
Dendroicas are over my head, See one Dusky Seaside Sparrow & you've seen them
all, and Pterodromas are far out. Western Field Ornithologists sells one reading
Going on pelagic trips is a wet, cold, miserable, nauseating, frustrating, exhausting
job, but somebody has to do it! NARBA is offering a new T-shirt with The Eskimo
Curlew Lives! For information on NARBA, write to Pam and Bob Odear, Bob-OLink Inc., P.O. Box 1161, Jamestown, NC 27282; for Western Field Ornithologists,
write to the editor, Philip Unitt, 3411 Felton Street, San Diego, CA 92104.
• Running tally of the birds of the rare bird phone network:
- Lesser Black-backed Gull, 12 August 1987, Bayocean spit, Tillamook Co., 1 bird
in first summer plumage, by Harry Nehls;
-White-rumped Sandpipers, 16 August 1987, flock of 9, Necanicum River estuary,
Clatsop Co., by Jim Olson;
- Magnificent Frigatebird, 1 adult male at Yaquina Bay, on 18 August;
- Hudsonian Godwit, 22 August 1987, Summer Lake Wildlife Management
Unit, Lake Co., with Marbled Godwits, by Steve Summers;
- Elegant Terns, 23 August 1987, flock of 5, at north jetty of the Siuslaw River,
Lane Co., by Allison and Tom Mickel;
- Bar-tailed Godwit, 27 August 1987,1 at Bandon marsh, Coos Co., by David
Irons, Durrell Kapan, Steve Heinl, and David Holway;
- Elegant Terns, flock of 4, with Caspian and Arctic Terns, 2 September 1987,
Yaquina Bay, Lincoln Co., behind Marine Science Center, by Harry Nehls &
Joe Evanich;
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- Curlew Sandpiper, juvenile, 7 September 1987, at Bandon, Curry Co., by
Richard Smith;
- Orchard Oriole, 7 September 1987, Cape Blanco, Curry Co., by Richard
Smith;
- Clay-colored Sparrow, 12 September 1987, between Trask and Wilson River,
Tillamook Co., by Jeff Gilligan;
- Magnolia Warbler, 24-27 September 1987, Benson Pond, Harney Co., by Phil
Pickering, Jim Johnson, and Sheran Jones;
- Chestnut-collared Longspur, 2 October 1987, Diamond Lake sewage ponds,
Douglas Co., by David Fix;
- Black-throated Blue Warbler, 3 October 1987, "3-mile pond," Harney Co., by
David Herr;
- Blackpoll, 3 October 1987, Benson Pond, Harney Co., by Pat Muller and
Linda Weiland;
- Black-throated Blue Warbler, 3 October 1987, near S. Jetty of the Columbia
River, by Tim Shelmerdine;
- Chestnut-collared Longspur, 6 October 1987, Trestle Bay, Clatsop Co., by
Harry Nehls and Verda Teale;
- Prothonotary Warbler, 11 October 1987, Malheur NWR headquarters, by Jim
Carlson;
- Orchard Oriole, 11 October 1987, juvenile, behind Marine Science Center,
Yaquina Bay, Lincoln Co., by Bob Lucas; and
- Phainopepla, 21 October 1987, a male in a yard in Madras, by Lavetta Moore;

GRANTS AND AWARDS
• The booklet Grants, Awards and Prizes in Ornithology gives details from a
number of ornithological organizations. Send $3.00 (postpaid, check payable to
A.O.U.) to Frank R. Moore, Assistant to the AOU Treasurer, Department of
Biological Sciences, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS 39406.
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POSITIONS AND

OPPORTUNITIES

' Field assistants are needed to help with ongoing long-term studies on the
behavioral ecology of Acorn Woodpeckers, Yellow-billed Magpies, and Western
Bluebirds at Hastings Reservation near Monterey, California. Positions run from
late March or early April 1988 through mid-July 1988. Duties include censusing
and banding birds, radio telemetry, and "infinite numbers of behavioral watches."
Enthusiasm for watching birds is a must Walt Koening, Hastings Reservation, Star
Route Box 80, Carmel Valley, CA 93924, (408)642-5344.
• Two field research assistants are needed for long-term ecological/behavioral
study of blackbirds. Duties include monitoring breeding behavior of individual
birds, trapping and banding, helping with behavioral experiments, and taking blood
samples for studies on site selection, territoriality, and vocalizations at a site in
eastern Washington at Columbia NWR. Field season runs 1 March-15 June 1988.
Salary will more than cover living expenses. Les Beletsky, Department of Zoology,
NJ-15, University of Washington, Seattle, W A 98195, (206)543-1812.

MEETINGS
• The Pacific Seabird Group will hold its annual meeting 16-20 December 1987 at
Asilomar near Monterey, California. A special paper and workshop session will be
held on the status of Marbled Murrelets. Contact Scott Hatch, U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service, 1011 E. Tudor Road, Anchorage, AK 99503.
• The 88th Christmas Bird Count will be held Thursday 17 December 1987 through
Sunday 4 January 1988, inclusive. The 89th CBC will be held Friday 16 December
1988 through Tuesday 3 January 1989, inclusive. The 90th CBC will be held
Saturday 16 December 1989 through Tuesday 3 January 1990, inclusive.
• A symposium on Habitat Management for Migrating and Wintering Waterfowl
in North America will be held 24-28 January 1988, in Jackson, MS. For information, contact Wintering Waterfowl Symposium, Department of Range &
Wildlife Management, P.O. Box 4169, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
79409.
• The Wildlife Society, Oregon Chapter, 1988 Annual Meeting, 3-5 February 1988,
Red Lion Inn at Pendleton, OR. Charlie Bruce, Oregon Department of Fish &
Wildlife, Route 5 Box 325, Corvallis, OR 97330.
• The 11th Trumpeter Swan Society Conference will be held at the Everett Pacific
I lotel, Everett, W A , 3-6 February 1988. The conference theme is The Pacific Coast
Population: It's Past, Present and Future. The Trumpeter Swan Society, 3800
County Road 24, Maple Plain, M N 55359, (612)476-4663.
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• A North American Wood Duck symposium will be held in conjunction with a
combined AUantic and Pacific Flyway Council Technical meeting 20-22 February
1988. All aspects of Wood Duck ecology and management will be addressed.
Ronald E. Kirby, U.S. FWS, Office of Information Transfer, 1025 Pennock PL, Fort
Collins, CO 80524.
• Cooper Ornithological Society will hold its 58th Annual Meeting at Asilomar,
CA18-21 March 1988. A symposium on food exploitation by terrestrial birds will
be held in conjunction with the annual meeting. The design and analysis of studies
exploring how birds exploit food resources will be presented.
• Fifth Conference of the Hawk Migration Association of North America, 7-10
April 1988, at The Grand Hotels, Cape May, NJ. Write to Clay Sutton, c/o Cape
May Bird Observatory, P.O. Box 3, Cape May Point, NJ 08212.

Oregon park and wayside birds. The Oregon Parks Division asks for your help
with natural history inventories. Bird lists are needed to make maps of bird habitats
in state parks in the Lakeview, Klamath Falls, and Lincoln City areas. Data will be
collected on migrants, residents, and species that nest within park boundaries. In
Klamath and Lake Cos., the master planning process has started for these parks:
Collier Memorial and Jackson Memorial; for these waysides: Beaver Marsh,
Klamath Falls-Lakeview Forest, Chandler, and Booth; and for the Goose Lake
Recreation Area. On the north coast, the master planning process has started for
these state parks: Devil's Lake and Fogarty Creek; for these waysides: H.B. Van
Duzer Forest Corridor, Roads End Beach, " D " River, and Gleneden Beach. Maps
and additional details are available. Deadline is 1 July 1987 for the areas in Klamath
and Lake Cos., and 1 August 1987 for those in the Lincoln City area. [OB 13(2)]
Marjorie Willis, Oregon State Parks, 525 Trade Street S.E., Salem, OR 97310,3786290.

• The Wilson Ornithological Society w i l l hold its Centennial Meeting at Rosemont
College in suburban Philadelphia, PA 9-12 June 1988.
• Oregon Field Ornithologists 1988 annual meeting will be held in John Day 18-19
June. Watch OB for details.
• The American Ornithologists' Union will hold its 106th stated meeting in
Fayetteville, Arkansas, 15-18 August 1988.

Oregon birds in the neotropics. Anyone with information on the natural history
of Oregon birds in the neotropics, please contact me regarding information for a
forthcoming issue of Oregon Birds. Also, anyone interested in a birding trip to
southern Mexico and Guatemala next winter (December 1988 — January 1989),
please contact me as soon as possible. [OB 13(1)]
Tom Love, 8060 S.W. Churchill Court, Tigard, OR 97224

INFORMATION WANTED ON OREGON'S BIRDS
Note to OB readers: OB will publish information requests that may be of interest
to Oregon's birders. The ending notation in brackets shows the first issue of OB
in which the request appeared.
Deschutes National Forest birds. The Deschutes NF has been developing a
computerized data base of observation records for wildlife seen within the Forest.
I would gready appreciate the help of birders in supplementing our records. I f you
have birded within the Deschutes NF—or plan to—I would like to know: (1) species
and number of individuals recorded; (2) date observed; (3) geographic location as
precisely as possible; and (4) indication of breeding (e.g., nest, offspring, etc.).
Information is especially needed for the more uncommon species (e.g., Northern
Goshawk, etc.), species on the margin of known ranges, or species of localized
occurrence. I have observation forms i f you prefer, and a copy of your records
would also be satisfactory. This information will be used by our biologists to
identify important habitat. [OB 13(2)]
Ed Styskel, Forest Wildlife Biologist, Deschutes National Forest, 1645 Highway 20
East, Bend, OR 97701, 388-8567 or 389-0245.
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Common Loons. Information is requested on sightings of Common Loons in
Oregon. The Northwest Ecological Institute is studying pre-breeding behavior and
possible nesting in the state. Dates and locations of gatherings of Common Loons
or observations of pairs or fights from February through May anywhere in Oregon
(including offshore), would be greatly appreciated. Also new and old records of
Common Loons seen on freshwater lakes in Oregon from late May through August
would be of great interest. [OB 13(1)]
Char Corkran, Vice President/Treasurer, Northwest Ecological Research Institute, 13640N.W. LaidlawRoad, Portland, OR 97229,643-1349 or 645-4751.

Trumpeter Swans. The Trumpeter Swan Society is looking for sightings of
Trumpeter Swans anywhere in Oregon outside the usual nesting area in Harney Co.
Information needed is good location data, date, time of day, and behavior — and
your name, address, and phone number. Please note neck collar information, date
of sighting, location of sighting, and the presence of other swans. [OB 13(1)]
David Paullin, P.O. Box 113, Burns, OR 97720
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Coastal swans. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is attempting to determine
Tundra and Trumpeter Swan use areas on the Oregon coast. Information needed
is good location data, date, time of day, behavior, and age i f possible. Look for neck
and leg bands. [OB 13(1)]
Roy Lowe, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Marine Science Center, Newport, OR
97365,867-3011 ext. 270.

Coastal Canada Geese. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is attempting to
determine Canada Goose use areas along the Oregon Coast. Observations of any
subspecies of Canada Goose including the introduced Great Basin Canada Goose
are needed, but especially of Aleutian and Dusky Canada Geese. Record date,
location, time of day, and subspecies. Look for neck collars and leg bands. [OB
13(1)]
Roy Lowe, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Marine Science Center, Newport, OR
97365,867-3011 ext. 270.

Marbled Murrelet inland sightings. Information is requested on inland sightings
of Marbled Murrelets in Oregon. The Pacific Seabird Group is compiling all
available information on Marbled Murrelets throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Recent and dated observations of murrelets along rivers or creeks, and in forested
areas is needed. Details should include date, time of day, specific location, number
of birds, age, and behavior. [OB 13(4)]

toed Woodpeckers in Oregon. Please notify me of (1) any nests located during
IW2-1987, and (2) any sightings during the winter months (October-March) of
any year. Information should be as specific as possible. [OB 13(2)]
Rebecca Goggans, Wildlife Biologist, do ODF&W, 61374 Parrell Road, Bend OR
97702, (503)388-6363.

Yellow-billed Cuckoos. Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife biologists did not
I Ind Yellow-billed Cuckoos in the summer of 1986 and no one else reported any,
cither. See OB 12(2): 70 for an interest announcement. We are repeating that
announcement for 1987. I f you located a Yellow-billed Cuckoo, please be aware
that this species is also a "review species" and the Oregon Bird Records Committee
asks for reports. [OB 13(2)]
BillHaight, Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife, 506 S.W. Mill Street, P.O. Box
59, Portland, OR 97207.

Vaux's Swift migratory staging. We would like information on roost sites used by
Vaux's Swifts in pre-migration in Oregon. Send location (town, street, address,
description), name, address and phone number of resident, and your name address
and phone number. [OB 13(4)]
Portland Audubon Society, 5151 N.W. Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97210.

S. Kim Nelson, Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Oregon State University, 104 Nash Hall, Corvallis, OR 97331, (503)754-4531.
Mark A. Stern, Oregon Natural Heritage Data Base, 1234 N.W. 25th Avenue,
Portland, OR 97210, (503)228-9550.

Purple Martin colonies. The Purple Martin Colony Registry Program of the
newly-formed Purple Martin Conservation Association is attempting to locate and
register a majority of the martin colonies in North America. You can further assist
us by attempting to find martin colonies on your travels. I f you have or know of a
colony, or are interested in starting one, please let us know. [OB 13(2)]

Raptor survey. A seasonal raptor inventory and survey is being conducted
throughout the United States. Anyone with interest in raptors and experience with
raptor identification may participate. Results from surveys will be submitted
periodically to federal and state wildlife agencies and wildlife-oriented societies.
To be a cooperator, submit a brief description of your raptor identification
experience and interests. "Only sincere cooperators should apply." [OB 13(3)]

Purple Martin Conservation Association, P.O. Box 178, Edinboro, PA 16412.

Douglas E. Trapp, President, Midwest Raptor Rehabilitation Society, P.O. Box
1812, Sioux City, IA 51102-1812.
Three-toed Woodpecker nest locations. I am conducting a research project, funded
by the Oregon Nongame Checkoff Program and the U.S. Forest Service, on ThreeOREGON BIRDS 13(4): 364,
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Western Bluebirds. Individuals with single nest boxes or active with a bluebird
trail are asked to send the following information: (1) total number of nest boxes, (2)
number of nest boxes used by bluebirds, (3) total number of bluebird eggs, (4)
number of bluebirds fledged, (5) general area where the boxes are located, and (6)
approximate elevation above sea level. Results will be published. [OB 13(1)]
Earl Gillis, 14125 N.E. Cullen Road, Newberg, OR 97132.
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Red Crossbills. For a study on Red Crossbills in North America, I am soliciting (1)
information on areas with good conifer cone crops, (2) information on occurrence
of the birds, and (3) tape recordings, especially of flight calls. [OB 13(1)]

up. Some birds were fitted with backpack harness telemetry transmitters. A l l have
FWS bands. Most birds are expected to pass through Pacific or Intermountain
fly ways. [OB 13(4)]

Jeff Groth, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, CA
94720

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Bird Banding Office, Laurel, MD 20708 and
Selawik National Wildlife Refuge, P.O. Box 270, Kotzebue, AK 99752,
(907)442-3799.

History of Oregon ornithology. I desire information on the history of Oregon
ornithology prior to the publication in 1940 of Gabrielson and Jewett's Birds of
Oregon. I seek especially details, either biographical or anecdotal, and photographs
of Oregon's ornithologists and birdwatchers. I shall copy all photographic material
and return it promptly. I would greatly appreciate any contribution. [OB 13(1)]

Trumpeter Swans. The Trumpeter Swan Society is looking for sightings of
Trumpeter Swans anywhere in Oregon outside the usual nesting area in Harney Co.
Information needed is good location data, date, time of day, and behavior — and
your name, address, and phone number. The Canadian Wildlife Service has neckcollared Trumpeter Swans during the summer of 1986 in southern Mackenzie
District, Northwest Territories. Look for red collars with white alpha-numeric
markings. Please note neck collar information, date of sighting, location of
sighting, and the presence of other swans. [OB 13(1)]

George A. Jobanek, 2730 Alder, Eugene, OR 97405
0

David Paullin, P.O. Box 113, Burns, OR 97720

C O L O R - M A R K E D BIRDS IN O R E G O N
Note to OB readers: OB will keep a running tab of color-marked birds that may
be seen by Oregon's birders. The ending notation in brackets shows the first issue
of OB in which the notice appeared. Any banded or color-marked bird, including
those with the standard aluminum U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service band, may be
reported directly to the Bird Banding Laboratory, Laurel, MD 20708.

Brown Pelicans. Brown Pelicans have been color-marked by researchers at the
University of California, Davis. The tags vary from plain aluminum bands to bands
plus plastic leg markers of various colors. Each configuration has a meaning, so
good accurate descriptions are needed. You may see a green, yellow, or orange
plastic tag hanging off a green leg band. Note the date and location, the color
configuration, numbers (if possible), and include any other comments about the
situation or condition of the bird. [OB 13(1)]
Pelican Research Project, Department of Wildlife & Fisheries, University of
California, Davis, CA 95616, or Roy Lowe, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Marine Science Center, Newport, OR 97365,867-3011 ext. 270

Tundra Swans. Tundra Swans breeding in northwestern Alaska have been marked
with blue plastic neck collars bearing white alphanumeric codes prefixed with the
letter U. The numbers, in the sequence 000-300, are read vertically from the bottom
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Lesser Snow Geese. The small breeding population of Lesser Snow Geese in the
Prudhoe Bay area of Alaska has been studied for the past 7 years. Several thousand
birds have been tarsus-banded and neck-collared with blue and white alphanumeric bands. [OB 13(1)]
Snowgoose Project, Attn.: D.M. Troy, LGL Alaska Research Associates, 505 W.
Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 501, Anchorage, AK 99503
Lesser Snow Geese. Look for Lesser Snow Geese wearing a green collar with a
2-letter, 2-digit code (example: "FA21"). In addition, collared geese will be painted
either green or red on tops and bottoms of wings. Note the wing color (green or
red) and usual location and habitat information. [OB 13(1)]
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Regional Office, Migratory Bird Coordinator, P.O.
Box 1306, Albuquerque, NM 87103, (505)766-8052, or Bosque del Apache
National Wildlife Refuge, P.O. Box 1246, Socorro, NM87801, (505)835-1828
Pacific Black Brant. During the summer of 1986, Brant on the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta, Alaska, were color banded yellow with a single black digit (number or letter)
repeated 3 times around the band. Each bird is carrying 2 color bands on the same
leg producing a 2-digit code. Any sighting will be appreciated. Include a
description of the code. [OB 13(1)]
James S. Sedinger, Institute of Arctic Biology, 211 Irving Building, UAF, Fairbanks, AK 99775-1780.
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Dusky Canada Geese. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is collecting information
on Dusky Canada Geese in an attempt to under-stand wintering requirements of this
troubled subspecies. Any Canada Goose in Oregon with a red collar is a Dusky.
A Canada Goose with a yellow collar is either a Dusky marked several years ago
or a Cackler. Note the following: characteristics of fields they are found in, numbers
of Duskys and numbers of other subspecies of Canadas, collar numbers, etc. There
are several avenues of reporting your findings. Any marked bird can be reported
directly to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The Portland Audubon Society will
take your information and translate it to special Fish and Wildlife forms. [OB
13(1)]

Ring-billed and California Gulls. For a long-term study on post-breeding
dispersal, wintering locations, and nest site fidelity, Ring-billed and California
Gulls were banded at Lake Lahontan, Nevada. Each bird has an FWS aluminum
band on the right leg, and either a green or red plastic band on the left or right leg.
Each plastic band bears a prominent black number. Please record the date, time, and
location of sighting, which leg the plastic band is on, color of plastic band, and
number on plastic band if possible. [OB 13(4)]
Alan Gubanich, Department of Biology, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557,
(702)784-6652.
Hugh Judd, 2325 Jessie, Sparks, NV 89431, (702)356-7485.

Maurita Smyth, Portland Audubon Society, 5151 N.W. Cornell Road, Portland, OR
97210, (W)238-0667.

Lesser Golden-Plovers. As part of a study on their wintering biology, Lesser
Golden-Plovers have been banded on Oahu, Hawaii. Each bird wears a Fish &
Wildlife Service band on one leg and one or more color bands on the other. Color
band combinations are 2 of the same color, 2 of different colors, 3 of 2 colors, and
3 of 3 colors. Please note which leg is color banded and the exact sequence of colors.
[OB 13(2)]
Oscar W. Johnson, Department of Biology, Moorhead State University, Moorhead,
MN 56560.

Sanderlings. The Sanderling Project has mist-netted and color-banded Sanderlings along the West Coast The only colors used were green, orange, red, yellow,
and white. No blue. Some juvenile Sanderlings have been transplanted to other
parts of the coast in an attempt to determine how a young bird selects a given site
along the coast as its winter home. Each transplanted bird carries a color
combination of bands, and a green flag on its right leg. Please try to record the complete color combination. [OB 13(1)]
The Sanderling Project, P.O. Box 247, Bodega Bay, CA 94923

Semipalmated and White-rumped Sandpipers. While unlikely to appear in
Oregon, Semipalmated and White-rumped Sandpipers were color-marked in Brazil
in 1986-87. Look for a numbered blue flag with an orange or yellow band over it.
[OB 13(3)]

Western Gulls. To learn more about gull movements, Don McKenzie has painted
Western Gulls in the Yaquina Bay area. Please note the color and location of the
paint (e.g., red on back of right wing), and place, time, and date of sighting. [OB
13(3)]
Don McKenzie, Marine Science Center, Newport, OR 97365, 867-3089.

Western Bluebirds. In 1983 and 1984 Western Bluebird nestlings on the Corvallis
Bluebird Trail were marked with 2 color bands on the leg opposite the usual Fish
and Wildlife band. A few hand-raised birds also have a white band above the FWS
band. Please note the position of the bands, which leg they are on, sex of the bird,
place and date of sighting, and behavior of the bird when seen. [OB 13(1)]
Elsie Eltzroth, 3595 N.W. Roosevelt Drive, Corvallis, OR 97330

Black-capped and Chestnut-backed Chickadees. The Northwest Ecological
Research Institute is conducting a long-term study in the Portland west hills, Cedar
M i l l , and Catiin Gabel School areas. Black-capped and Chestnut-backed Chickadees have been marked with from 1 to 3 colored plastic bands on their legs. Please
contact us if you see marked chickadees at your feeder, or if you regularly see House
Finches with an aluminum U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service band. [OB 13(1)]
Philip Gaddis, 13640N.W.Laidlaw Road, Portland, OR 97229,645-4751, or Char
Corkran, 130 N.W. 114th Street, Portland, OR 97229, 643-1349.
0

Susana Lara Resende, Corson Building E227, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853
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T H E 88th CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT

' Wallowa Co.

Frank Conley
P.O. Box 6, Joseph, OR 97846,432-9685,432-9685

Meet at Toma's Restaurant, Enterprise, at 6:30 am.

17 December 1987 — 4 January 1988 (inclusive)
• Upper Nestucca
Larry Scofield
740 Parry Road, Falls City, OR 97302, (W)399-5630, (H)787-3833
Here is a listing of Oregon CBCs, their dates, and contact persons—made known
to Oregon Birds:

19 December 1987
• Tillamook Bay

Owen Schmidt
3007 N.E. 32nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97212,282-9403

Meet at High Spot Restaurant. Willamina, at 7:30 am. A night count for Spotted Owls will be from 6:008:00 pm.

• Antelope
Bruce Hansen
Entomology Dept., OSU, Corvallis, OR 97331, (W)754-4597, (H)487-7102
Meet at Willowdale Cafe at 8:30 am.

Meet at Rendezvous Cabaret restaurant at 7 am in downtown Tillamook. The Tillamook C B C
consistently has one of the highest species counts of any Oregon C B C .

• Forest Grove

• Salem

• Columbia Estuary

Jerry Smith
4463 Lance Court N.E., Salem, OR 97305,393-3863

C B C sectors are pre-assigned. Countdown at 5:30 pm, at West Salem King's Table.

• Baker #1 (Salisbury)

• Malheur N.W.R.

Laura Hayse
P.O. Box 143, Baker, OR 97814, 503-9254
Dave Paullin
P.O. Box 245, Princeton, OR 97721,493-2323

21 December 1987
• Sodhouse

Dave Paullin
P.O. Box 245, Princeton, OR 97721,493-2323
Meet at Malheur N.W.R. headquarters at 7:00 am.

22 December 1987

• John Day
Tom Winters
P.O. Box 111, Canyon City, OR 97820, (H)575-2833, (W)575-1637

• Ruggs-Hardman

Meet 6:00 am at Motherlode Restaurant, 241W. Main, John Day. Dress warm—it could be below zero.
Potluck dinner following count

Bend

Tom Crab tree
1667 N.W. Iowa, Bend, OR 97701,388-2462

• Utopia
Bruce Hansen
Entomology Dept., OSU, Corvallis, OR 97331, (W)754-4597, (H)487-7102
Meet at National Grasslands Field Headquarters at 8:30 am.

20 December 1987
Larry Thornburgh
2109 Oak Street, North Bend, OR 97459,756-4281
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Stephen Brownfield
Heppner High School, Heppner, OR 97836, 676-9138

26 December 1987
• Baker #2 (Valley)

Meet at Pioneer Park in Bend at 7:30 am.

• Coos Bay

John Biewener
2740 N.W. 144th Avenue, Portland, Or 97006,645-0368

Meet at the Pig 'n Pancake restaurant in Astoria at 7 am.

Meet at P Ranch at 7:00 am.

•

Joe Evanich
2524 N.E. Halsey, Portland, OR 97232, 287^480

Laura Hayse
P.O. Box 143, Baker, OR 97814,503-9254

27 December 1987
• Florence

Alan Contreras
2345 Patterson #2, Eugene, OR 97405, (H)343-7724, (W)686-5232

146 species in 1985 and 1986. National records for Western Screech-Owl and Fox Sparrow. Juicy
rarities.

• Sauvie Island

Jim Johnson
3244 N.E. Brazee Street, Portland, OR 97212,284-0041

Meet at the parking lot at the base of the bridge on Sauvie Island at 7:00 am.
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• Dallas

29 December 1987

Barb Bellin & Roy Gerig
Barb, 4730 Elizabeth N., Salem, OR 97303,393-0243
Roy, 18445 Oakdale Road, Dalles, OR 97338,623-6884

Meet at 7:00 am at Farrol's Village Inn in Rickreall, OR. We'd like to break last year's high of 101
species for this count.

31 December 1987

• Add

Bill Pyle
440 S.W. 5th, Corvallis, OR 97331,754-4531

Meet at Adel Store at 7:30 am. Advance notice urged. Accommodations (motels) available in-Lakeview
and at Hart Refuge CCC Camp; call Ken Voget 947-3315.

1 January 1988

• Cowlitz/Columbia
Bob Reistroffer
146 Scenic View Drive, Longview, WA 98632, (206)636-5125

The count circle extends into Oregon.

3 January 1988

Paul Reed
326 N.E. 11th, Newport, OR 97365,265-7386

Meet at the Marine Science Center at 7:30 am. Please let us know if you are coming.

• (.rants Pass
• Hood River

Robert Carton
1461 Raydean Drive, Grants Pass, OR 97527,479-0542
David A. Anderson
62035 S.E. 92nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97266,775-5963

Meet at Nendel's Hood River Inn coffee shop. Hood River, at 7 am. The second count will make every
attempt to better last year's mark of 86 species, which included Bohemian Waxwing, White-throated
& Harris' Sparrows; please let compiler know if interested in participating.

TheseCBCs were announced last year, but no information has been received this
year. You may wish to contact last year's compiler.

2 January 1988

• Roseburg (Umpqua Valley)
Ron Maertz
257 Brown Street, Glide, OR 97443 — 496-3847
• Silverton
Roger Freeman
15400 Quail Road N.E., Silverton, OR 97381-9713,873-3742

Meet at Towne House Restaurant at 6:30 am. Includes Silver Falls State Park, farmlands, and Douglas
Fir forest. Third year.

• Port Orford

- Yaquina Bay

Jim Rogers
95187 Elk River Road, Port Orford, OR 97465, 332-2555

• Union Co.
• Eugene
• Klamath Falls

Mark Henjum
963-0472
Herb Wisner
344-3634
Steve Summers
884-1938

Meet at 7:30 am at the Port Orford Grade School (the green cement block building on the east side of
Hwy. 101 near the center of town) parking lot.

• Portland

For details, call Portland Audubon House at 292-6855.

Mike Houck
224-1004

• Hart Mt., Lake Co.
Ken Voget
853 Millview, Lakeview, OR 97630, (H)947-4846, (W)947-3315

Meet at CCC cabin between 7:00 am, in Warner Valley. Advance notice needed; contact compiler,
usually cold with snow, some fairly steep terrain.
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Answers to Build a Bird quiz from page 435.
One set of answers that does not repeat a color or bird family: Blue-winged
Teal, White-tailed Ptarmigan, Pink-footed Shearwater, Black-billed Cuckoo,
Brown-headed Cowbird, Buff-breasted Sandpiper, Red-eyed Vireo, Greenbacked Heron, Ash-throated Flycatcher, Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, and Graycheeked Thrush.
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OWLS AND CHRISTMAS BIRD
COUNTS

This note is in response to David Fix's article "A Record 48 Western ScreechOwls on the Florence CBC" in Oregon Birds 13(3): 278-280. On 27 December 1986
(the same day of the Florence CBC the subject of Fix's article), the Sauvie Island
CBC turned up no small owls (Western Screech-, Northern Saw-whet, or Northern
Pygmy-), despite the efforts of 3 owling parties in the early morning and 1 in the
evening. Western Screech-Owls are usually fairly easy to find on the island and
surrounding areas and the other 2 species in the Tualatin Mountains just west of the
island. The high number of screech-owls found on the Florence CBC was probably
due to certain factors of the environment, weather, etc. which made them more
prone to respond to imitations. Another interesting fact is that the Florence CBC did
not tally any Great Horned Owls but the Sauvie Island CBC recorded 16, which
came close to the count record of 18 set in 1977.
Jim Johnson. 3244 N.E. Brazee St., Portland, OR 97212

BIRDING TRIP

Birdwatching in the Parks of Costa Rica
March 18 to April 3,1988
The Nature Conservancy
The tiny democracy of Costa Rica boasts a higher percentage of its area in national
parks than any other country. Costa Rica's position at the isthmus of the Americas,
combined with her rugged tropical topography and Pacific and Atlantic shores, has given rise to a striking diversity
of plants and animals. Coastal mangroves, jungles, deciduous forests and mountain doud forests all host different
and fascinating birds. Join the Nature Conservancy as we explore tropical nature and search for birds in Santa
Rosa, Corcovado, and Braulio Carlllo National Parks, the Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve, La Selva Biological
Station, and the natural areas of Hacienda la Pacifica and Cerro de la Muerte. Nearly 350 bird species are
expected, among them 5 toucans, many parrots, Scarlet Macaws, guans, motmots, cotingas, 4 manakins, tigerherons, trogons, and almost certainly the Resplendent Quetzal. Animals we'll likely see include 3 monkeys, sloths,
iguanas, agoutis, armadillos, and Jesus Christ lizards — and sightings of dolphins, peccaries, and coat mundis
are possible. Naturalist Mark Smith has led many Conservancy and Audubon groups to Latin America. Co-leader
Carlos Coles Is a Costa Rican naturalist and artist The ground fare is $1750, of which $350 is a tax-deductible
contribution. Air fare is approximately $655 from Portland. For a brochure, write Costa Rica Bird Trip, The Nature
Conservancy, 1234 N.W. 25th, Portland, OR 97210, or call Kathy Vanderhorst at the office on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, (503)292-6855.
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OREGON RARE BIRD GLOSSARY

Owen Schmidt, 3007 N.E. 32nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97212

Accepted record
Each record voted on by the OBRC is "accepted," "not accepted," or falls
into the "species unresolved" category. There are 3 kinds of accepted records: (1)
accepted, verified — a record supported by photograph, specimen, or video or
sound recording; (2) accepted, sight record — a record for which there is only
written evidence (a single-report sight record if only one person sends in a report
form and a multiple-report sight record if more that one person sends in a report);
and (3) accepted, museum or published record — for records of specimens accessioned into museums or published in a professional journal.
Alternate
The OBRC consists of 9 members, 5 alternates, and a Secretary. Alternates serve 1 -year terms, and are elected by OBRC members in their annual polling.
Alternates vote on records in place of members who are unable to attend a meeting.
An alternate on the OBRC must be a member of OFO.
American Ornithologists' Union
The OBRC uses the taxonomic sequence and nomenclature of the "Checklist of North American Birds," published by the American Ornithologists' Union.
The current version of the "Check-list" is me 6th edition, as supplemented.
Deferred record
A record that has been withdrawn from active consideration by the OBRC
for the purpose of gathering additional information, getting the opinions of others,
etc., is a deferred record. A deferred record does not appear in the OBRC report
published in Oregon Birds, and thus may leave a gap in the record numbering
sequence.
Duplicate file
The Secretary arranges for a duplicate file, an exact duplicate of the
evidence in the possession of the OBRC. The duplicate file is stored separately
from the original file. Evidence that cannot be duplicated (specimens, etc.) is
described in the duplicate file or photographs are placed in the duplicate file.
Because of the duplicate file, the OBRC asks for a double set of slides and other
evidence to be submitted. The Secretary always arranges duplication before
sending a record on a round of voting by mail.
Evidence
What is reviewed by the Committee is the evidence submitted by reporters. Evidence falls into 4 categories: (1) written reports, whether submitted on the
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OBRC Report Form or in any other way; (2) photographs; (3) specimens, whether
whole birds or parts; and (4) video or sound recordings.
Exotic bird not established
A category of not accepted records, exotic bird not established is used for
reports of an introduced bird in Oregon that the OBRC has not added to the Official
Checklist of Oregon Birds. For example, if a reporter were to submit a report of
Red-legged Partridge in Oregon, and Red-legged Partridge were not yet placed on
the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds, this category would cover the situation. As
of fall 1987, not a single record has been placed into this category. See the term
"introduced species" below.
Extirpated
A species no longer occurring in Oregon is extirpated. Only the California
Condor is known to be extirpated from Oregon in modern times. The Sharp-tailed
Grouse is presumed to be extirpated. The status of Boreal Owl in Oregon poses a
special problem. There apparently are historical records of Boreal Owls in Oregon,
but because the OBRC has never reviewed these records this species does not
appear on the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds. Boreal Owls are known to nest
not far from Oregon in central Idaho and eastern Washington.
Genus only
A former category for those records which could not be decided between
2 or more rare birds. Now the category "species unresolved" is used (see below).
Introduced species
There are 9 species on the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds that have
been established in Oregon by human action and are breeding as wild birds—Gray
Partridge, Chukar, Ring-necked Pheasant, White-tailed Ptarmigan, Wild Turkey,
Northern Bobwhite, Rock Dove, European Starling, and House Sparrow. Two
other introduced species may be found in Oregon but have not necessarily
established themselves successfully as breeding birds — Mute Swan and Monk
Parakeet The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife has recently introduced
Red-legged Partridge. The OBRC votes on whether to add an introduced species
to the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds. Introduced birds are sometimes called
naturalized birds.
Member
The OBRC consists of 9 members, 5 alternates, and a Secretary. Members
are appointed by the OFO Board of Directors following a recommendation by
OBRC members, which is derived in an annual polling among members themselves. Members vote on records, vote on Committee business, and perform other
duties as may be needed. A member of the OBRC must be a member of OFO.
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Multiple-report sight record
A category of accepted sight records where written reports submitted by
2 or more reporters are accepted by the Committee. If 2 or more observers
participate in the sighting, but only 1 person submits a report, it is a single-report
sight record.
Museum record
One of the classes of accepted records, a museum record is one that has
been accessioned into a museum but has not been examined by the OBRC members.
Museum records are distinguished from sight records (for which there are written
reports reviewed by the OBRC) and verified records (for which there is a photo,
recording, or specimen examined by the OBRC). Not all museum records have
been critically analyzed for proper identification, but current thinking is that these
reports are reliable duetotheir having been accessioned into a museum collection.
Not accepted record
Each record voted on by the OBRC is "accepted," "not accepted," or falls
into the "species unresolved" category. There are 3 categories of not accepted
records: (1) not accepted, without qualification—the evidence does not adequately
support the identification, or the evidence is ambiguous between a review species
and a common species; (2) not accepted, origin questionable — for birds that may
have been captive, released, or escaped; and (3) not accepted, exotic bird not
established — for reports of birds that have not become established as successful
wild breeding birds.
OBRC
See Oregon Bird Records Committee, below.
Official Checklist of Oregon Birds
The OBRC periodically publishes the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds,
which is a compilation of the results of Committee's actions in voting on records.
Every species for which there is an accepted record is on the Official Checklist, plus
all regularly-occurring species. The Official Checklist includes designations of
which species are introduced in Oregon, which are review species, which are
extirpated, and which species have not been verified.
OFO
See Oregon Field Ornithologists, below.
Oregon
Oregon is the area within the political boundary of the state and adjacent
waters to a distance of 200 miles from land. The latitudes of the Washington and
California boundaries on the coast are the northern and southern limits offshore.
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Oregon Birds
The quarterly journal of Oregon Field Ornithologists. The official
proceedings of the OBRC are published in Oregon Birds. The 1978-83 comprehensive report of the OBRC was published at OB 11(1): 18-68,1985.
Oregon Bird Records Committee
A committee of Oregon Field Ornithologists, the Oregon Bird Records
Committee was established in 1978 to review records of rare birds in Oregon. The
OBRC consists of 9 members, 5 alternates, and a Secretary. The OBRC maintains
the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds and undertakes a variety of activities to attain
an understanding of the status and distribution of Oregon's birds.
Oregon Field Ornithologists
An Oregon not-for-profit corporation, Oregon Field Ornithologists publishes the quarterly Oregon Birds and is the aegis for the OBRC.
Origin questionable
One of the categories of not accepted records, for records of birds believed
to have arrived in Oregon assisted by some human activity. Examples of origin
questionable records are when there is a real possibility of escaped captive birds,
released birds, birds riding ships, etc. Hawks (release or escape from falconers),
waterfowl (release or escape from aviaries), cage birds (released or escaped pets),
and some seabirds (ship-riding birds), are especially suspect groups of birds for this
category.
Published record
One of the classes of accepted records, ^published record is one that exists
in a professional journal. Published records are distinguished from sight records
(for which there are written reports submitted directly to the OBRC) and verified
records (for which there is a photo, recording, or specimen submitted directly to the
OBRC). A published record which included a photograph would likely be
categorized as a verified record if it were accepted. Not all published records
contain detailed and precise descriptions of the bird, but current thinking is that
these reports are reliable due to their having been subject to peer review and having
been accepted for publication in a professional journal.
Rare bird
A bird species designated by the OBRC as a review species, or one never
before found in Oregon, is a rare bird. Birds are designated a review species on the
Official Checklist of Oregon Birds and, as a general rule, remain on the review list
until 20 records have been reviewed.
Rare bird phone network
An informal telephone network of active birders around the state who alert
each other to recent sightings of rare birds in Oregon.
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Record

Evidence of a rare bird in Oregon is referred to the OBRC Secretary, and
the Secretary gathers this evidence into a record. The record is assigned a unique
Record Number, and each piece of evidence is given a unique subset number within
ilie Record Number. A record can consist of many pieces of evidence.
Record Number
Each record of a rare bird in Oregon is given a uniqaeRecord Number. The
first 3 digits of the number is the American Ornithologists' Union number for that
species, the second number is the year the record was obtained, and the third number
is the consecutive number for the species as it is received by the OBRC. Thus, for
example, the male Rose-breasted Grosbeak seen and photographed at Malheur
N.W.R. headquarters on 30 May 1986 was given Record Number 595-86-11. Rosebreasted Grosbeak is AOU number 595, the record occurred in 1986, and it was the
eleventh record of that species received by the OBRC Secretary.
Record packet
For records that can be voted on by mail, the Secretary periodically
organizes records into a record packet and sends it to the first OBRC member on
the list. The first member votes on the records in the packet and returns the ballots
to the Secretary and sends the packet on to the next member. The process is repeated
until the last member votes on the packet and returns both the ballots and the records
to the Secretary. To hurry the process, the Secretary may make a duplicate set of
the records and send each packet to about half the members.
Report form
From time to time the Committee publishes a report form it encourages
reporters to use when submitting reports of rare birds. The main advantage of a
report form is that it is a convenient checklist of items of interest to the Committee
when reviewing a record. Reporters using a report form tend to submit complete
reports. It is not a requirement, however, for reports to be submitted on the official
report form.
Reporter
The person submitting a report to the Committee is the reporter.
Review list
A list of rare birds designated by the Committee as review species. The
review list is incorporated into the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds.
Review species
A species as designated by the OBRC on the Official Checklist of Oregon
Birds, as well as a species never before recorded in Oregon, is a review species.
There are presendy about 95 review species—about 80 of which have been verified
by photograph, specimen, or video or sound recording, and about 15 for which there
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Rules of Operation
The OBRC maintains the Rules of Operation, which is the official version
of the rules for naming and replacing members, alternates, and the Secretary, rules
for voting on records, and other rules for operations of the Committee. Copies of
the Rules of Operation are available through the Secretary at the OFO address.
Secretary
The OBRC consists of 9 members, 5 alternates, and a Secretary. The
Secretary arranges evidence into records, manages the voting process on records,
keeps the files of the OBRC, and performs a large number of other duties necessary
to die operations of the OBRC. The Secretary has no vote on records or Committee
business. The Secretary must be a member of OFO.
Sight records
A record of a rare bird in Oregon for which there is only written evidence
—no specimen, photograph, or video or sound recording—is asight record. Sight
records are distinguished from verified records, for which there is a photograph,
specimen, or video or sound recording. A sight record should include all information on a rare bird's identification, including any sounds that were heard. The term
"sight record" is used because many written reports include only visual data.
Single-report sight record
When only 1 person submits a report on a rare bird it is asingle-report sight
record. If 2 or more persons were involved in the sighting, but only 1 person
submits a report, it is still a single-report sight record. The Committee has only the
evidence of 1 person in such a circumstance and refers to this as a single-report
record even if more than 1 person saw the bird. If 2 or more persons involved in
a sighting submit reports, it is a multiple-report sight record.
Species unresolved
Each record voted on by the OBRC is "accepted," "not accepted," or falls
into the "species unresolved" category. Species unresolved is reserved for those
few instances where a record is ambiguous for 2 or more species, all of which are
rare birds. Black-vented/Manx Shearwaters and White/Black-backed Wagtails are
examples. The evidence definitely supports identification of a rare bird, but exacdy
which rare bird cannot be decided. Records in this category could be "accepted"
under the theory that a rare bird definitely was recorded, or they could be "not
accepted" under the theory that a definite species cannot be determined. Current
thinking is that it is best neither to accept nor not accept, but instead to place these
few records into a third category.
Verification
Photographs, specimens, and video or sound recordings are verification
for a record. Verified records are distinguished from sight records, for which there
is no verification. Single or multiple written reports are called sight records and
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va 11 ication is limited to physical evidence of a photograph, specimen, or video or

sound

recording.

0

OBRC JARGON
PHOTOGRAPHS j OBRC REPORT FORM
WRITTEN REPORTS
TAPES

SPECIMENS

T jnoT

DEPORT

I

L

RECORD

Record Number

Pieces of EVIDENCE include photographs, written reports, tape recordings, and specimens. EVIDENCE is gathered into a REPORT and sent
to the OBRC by REPORTERS. The OBRC SECRETARY gathers REPORTS on a rare bird into a RECORD, and assigns the RECORD a
unique RECORD NUMBER. Each piece of EVIDENCE is given a
unique letter as part of the RECORD NUMBER. RECORDS are
accumulated and periodically sent in a RECORD PACKET to OBRC
MEMBERS for voting. OBRC MEMBERS vote on each piece of
EVIDENCE and may consider the entire RECORD as a whole.
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OBRC
RECORDS
FLOWCHART

1st ROUND VOTING
• No discussion among
members
• Members return ballots
to Secretary
2nd ROUND VOTING
• Members read comments of other members made on 1st round^
voting
•Okay to discuss
records with other
members
• Members return ballots
to Secretary
VOTE AT A MEETING
• Meeting held at least
once a year
• 7 or more members
must agree in order to
accept a record
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PROCESSING A RARE BIRD REPORT

REPORT MAILED TO
P.O. Box 10373
Eugene, OR 97440
Report referred to
OBRC Secretary N
• Is report complete?
Report "accessioned'
• Date received
• Unique number
assigned for each
piece of evidence
• Duplicated
Report circulated for
voting
• Written reports
divided
• Photo records In 1
packet
Vote unanimous?

Clarice Watson, Secretary, Oregon Bird Records Committee, 3787 Wilshire Lane,
Eugene, OR 97405
Report returned to
reporter for more
Information

DUPLICATES placed In
duplicate files
Record is
• Entered onto Master
List
• Categorized
• Published In Oregon
Birds
•Duplicates sent to
duplicate files
Reporter Is notified of
results

8 or 9 OBRC members
agree?
Y

M^l

Secretary copies all
records for each
member to prepare for
meeting

1987

Request for reconsidera
tion
• New Information
received by Secretary
• Request by any
member

There are many steps to be taken before a record that is sent to the Oregon
Bird Records Committee will be either accepted or not accepted. The amount of
time it takes varies from a few months to several years.
All rare bird reports sent to the Oregon Field Ornithologists post office box
are referred to the Secretary of the Oregon Bird Records Committee. First, the date
it is received is written on the report. It is then briefly reviewed by the Secretary to
determine if there are any obvious omissions which should be remedied before it
is transferred to the OBRC members for review. Sometimes dates of the sighting
have been left out or the description of the bird is almost entirely lacking. Such
reports are returned to the reporter with a request for additional information. This
seems to happen most frequently when a species is one never before reported in
Oregon — a time when it is essential to have good documentation.
A master list is kept, filed according to each species, and every report is listed
in it. The pieces of evidence (written reports, photographs, specimens, and tape or
video recordings) are then accessioned by assigning each item a unique number.
The number is made up of three components. The first is the number assigned that
species by the American Ornithologists' Union, the second is the last two digits of
the year of the sighting, and the third is a consecutive number for reports of that
species in Oregon. All pieces of evidence for the same sighting receive the same
number and are then further designated by a letter. The reports for the Ross' Gull
at Newport in February 1987 are accessioned with the A.O.U. number 61, the year
87, and 01 for thefirstOregon report. It reads 61-87-01. Three written reports and
23 slides were received and have been given the letters from A through Z. The first
report received is 61-87-01-A. Few reports have this many pieces of evidence but
the Ross' Gull was a very cooperative bird and was therefore very well documented.
Reports are held until it is assumed all persons planning to submit reports on
a specific bird have done so. When a number of reports are accumulated they are
combined into a packet to be circulated among the OBRC members.
Nothing is mailed out until a duplicate copy has been made to remain with
the Secretary. This includes photos as well as written reports. The duplication of
prints and slides is a major expense of the OBRC and it is very helpful when
observers send 2 copies of their photographs. Duplicate copies of written reports are
also appreciated. After the duplicate copies are circulated they are put into the
duplicate file. The duplicate file is presently in Portland. This practice has paid off
— one packet with about 30 slides was lost while in circulation, but it was possible
to reconstruct the packet with copies kept by the Secretary.
The records are divided into 2 groups for circulation. For those having only
written reports, 2 identical packets are prepared and each circulated to 4 or 5
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The first number is the AOU
number, as published in the
AOU Check-list

The second number is the
year of the sighting. In this
case 1987.

IE

( 61 - 87 - 01~Al

The third number is the
consecutive number for the
report as it Is received by
the OBRC. In this case, it
is the first report

A unique tetter is assigned
to each piece of evidence,
whether a written report,
photograph, or other
•
evidence.

and second rounds. At a meeting a record is "accepted" if it receives 7 or more
affirmative votes, otherwise it is "not accepted." Occasionally a record is deferred
until more information can be obtained, usually by referring it to an authority on that
species.
There are 7 categories for completed records. They are: (1) accepted as
verified, for those with accepted photos, recordings, or specimens; (2) accepted as
a museum or published record, for those records where the specimen cannot be
examined by the committee members but has been verified by museum personnel
or other authorities — these are also considered verified; (3) accepted as a sight
record, for those with written reports as the only accepted evidence; (4) not
accepted, because the evidence does not support the identification or is ambiguous

Example of a Record Number — Oregon's first
Ross' Gull

members. These records can be reviewed in about one-half the time of those records
with photos. Records with photos are put in 1 packet and circulated to all 9 members
of the committee. The packet is sent from member to member while their ballots and
comments are sent to the Secretary.
During the first round of circulation, OBRC members are not supposed to
discuss the record with other members. Every "not accept" vote should be explained
and many members also explain their "accept" votes. Members are expected to
complete their voting and send the packet on to the next member within 3 weeks.
If each member takes the full 3 weeks a packet with photos will be in circulation
about 6 months. For those records with only written reports the time is about 3
months.
If all 9 members "accept" or "not accept" a record on the first round, the
review is completed. Few records are disposed of this easily, however. Most go to
a second round. For those requiring a second round the comments of the committee
members are compiled, usually on the back of a tally sheet which records members
votes, and are included in the next circulation. On this round members are free to
discuss the records with each other and view the comments made by members on
the first round. If 8 or 9 members agree on the disposition of a record on the second
round, its review is done.
Records which are not completed on either thefirstor second round are held
for discussion and voting at a meeting. About one-third of the records fall into this
category. Meetings are held at least once a year. Records that are in a packet that
completes circulation soon after a meeting may wait months to be considered at the
next meeting. Some records may take a couple of years to complete Committee
action. Before each meeting, each committee member (and each alternate) is
provided a copy of all the written reports and the comments made on both the first
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The OFO Board of Directors appoints both the Editorof Oregon
Birds and the members of the Oregon Bird Records Committee. The Editor is appointed at the will of the Board; the OBRC
members are appointed to 3-year terms. The OBRC members,
in turn, appoint the OBRC Secretary and alternates. Both the
Secretary and alternates are appointed to 1-year terms.
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with another species that is not a review species (Bristle-thighed/Long-billed
Curlew, for example); (5) species unresolved, for those that lack sufficient
information to distinguish it from another species that is also a review species
(Black-backed/White Wagtail, for example); (6) not accepted because the origin of
the bird is in question — it may have been an escapee; and (7) "exotic bird not
established," for reports of birds occurring in the wild in Oregon but not yet
established with a viable population (Monk Parakeet and Red-legged Partridge are
examples).
At whatever stage a record is completed, either after circulation or a meeting,
several more steps are necessary. A notation is made on the master list to indicate
the disposition and that record is flagged to insure that it will be included in the next
OBRC report published in Oregon Birds. Copies of the written reports, all
comments, and duplicates of the photographs are sent to be incorporated into the
duplicatefile.The original ballots, reports, etc. are kept in the Secretary's file. The
observer is informed by the Secretary of the disposition of the record with an
indication of why a record was "not accepted" if that was its conclusion.
Once each year the reports that have been completely reviewed in the past
12 months are included in the OBRC report in Oregon Birds. The editor is given this
information as it is available for entering into the computer. For about 98 percent
of the records this is the last action that will be taken on them. For the other 2 percent
there is a chance of reconsideration by the committee. Any member or the Secretary
may request reconsideration if they have new information which could change the
original decision. A reconsideration is done only at meetings and a majority of the
members must agree to reconsider it. This often results in a reversal of the original
decision.
/ wish to thank Owen Schmidt for preparing the illustrations and for valuable
suggestions.
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THE OREGON BIRD RECORDS
COMMITTEE: THE SECRETARY'S
VIEW
Clarice Watson, Secretary, Oregon Bird Records Committee, 3787 Wilshire Lane,
Eugene, OR 97405
Have you wondered why there is an Oregon Bird Records Committee? What
good is it to you? To others? How you can contribute to it? What kind of information
do they want? What makes a good report? These are some of the questions this
article will try to answer.
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WHAT THE OREGON BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE DOES

The Oregon Bird Records Committee (hereafter OBRC) was organized in
1978 to (1) determine the status of rare and accidental birds in Oregon, (2) serve as
a central repository for records of those species, (3) provide a systematic review of
the reports by knowledgeable persons to determine their authenticity, and (4)
maintain the Official List of Oregon Birds — designating which species are to be
considered for review by the OBRC. Nine committee members are elected for 3ycar terms on a rotating basis, and a secretary serves to maintain thefiles,circulate
the records, manage correspondence, etc. A more complete description of the
operation of the OBRC is available in the Rules of Operation of the OBRC, a copy
of which is available from the Secretary.
By fall 1987,694 records had been reviewed of 153 different species. For
35 of these, there are only "unaccepted" reports. Of the 687 records submitted and
reviewed, 547 have been accepted (79 percent), 6 were "species unresolved," and
141 (21 percent) were "not accepted." Five of the unaccepted records were rejected
because of questionable origin. There are 10 records which are being held for more
information before completing their review. There have been contributions from
233 observers. The number of observers continues to grow as there is an increased
awareness of the OBRC among birders in Oregon.
Each year a list of the records which have been considered by the OBRC is
published in Oregon Birds—the quarterly journal of Oregon Field Ornithologists
— to provide the entire membership of OFO with recent information on the
sightings of rare birds. Compilations of all records reviewed have been published
in Oregon Birds (OB) as follows:
• OB 6(2): 82-97,1980;
•OB 7(2): 75-87,1981;
•OB 8(3): 102-113,1982;
• OB 9(2): 55-66,1983;
• OB 10(2): 51-55, 1984;
• OB 11(1): 18-68,1985 (1978-1983 comprehensive report);
• OB 11(2&3): 86-93,1985; and
• OB 12(4): 323-333,1986.
The OBRCfilesdo not include all the known records of unusual or rare birds
found in Oregon because some have never been submitted to the OBRC, but it is
a good base to work from. The advantages of this file are becoming apparent
Perhaps the most use of the records has been by birders—those of us who get pure
pleasure from finding, observing, and listing birds. Birders working on increasing
their life, state, county, or other lists use the reports to discover when and where
certain birds are most likely to occur. When they find a review species they get a
real thrill out of reporting it so others can also look for it. Birders are great sharers!
Ornithologists as well as scientists interested in environmental issues and the
natural history of Oregon are also beneficiaries. Instead of searching numerous
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publications for reports of unusual bird species, this centralized collection of
reports, photographs, and tape recordings provides them with information that has
been scrutinized by some of Oregon's best birders and organized for easy access.
If they wish, they can examine the original reports, photographs, and voice
recordings. The photographs could be an aid in determining subspecies as well as
an opportunity to check on the accuracy of the identification.
The reports show the patterns of appearance of these rarities: when and
where they appear, how long they stay, and if they return to the same area for more
than one year. The Costa's Hummingbird that has been recorded 4 consecutive
years at the same feeder in Bend, Deschutes Co., is an example. Range extensions
or changes in distribution of some species can be determined as can the effect of the
weather on migration. The type of habitat needed for different species is indicated
on the reports and could be useful information for environmental purposes. The
preservation of the files for future use will be significant for years to come.
The OBRC file is maintained in duplicate for security reasons with one set
kept by the secretary and the other in another location. PresenUy one is in Eugene
and the other in Portland. Besides providing a measure of security, this duplication
of materials also provides 2 points of access for those wishing to use the files. To
use thefiles,contact the secretary.
Here are examples of the kind of information which can be learned from the
files at the present time. The records show that Barred Owls werefirstobserved in
Oregon in June 1974 in the Blue Mountains of Wallowa County. The 2 birds found
were considered to be a pair. By 1980 they appeared to be extending their range into
other areas of the state. In March 1980 one was seen along a road in Union County;
in March 1981,2 adults were on Mount Harris in Union County; another Union
County sighting was in October 1981 at Spring Creek; and in May 1981 one was
in the Winema National Forest in Klamath County. These are all east of the Cascade
Mountains. Thefirstsighting west of the Cascades was also in 1981 in the Umpqua
National Forest near Cottage Grove in Lane County and by 1983 one was being
heard regularly near Glide in Douglas County (this bird was not reported to the
OBRC until 1985). This expansion of the species into Oregon follows their
appearance in the State of Washington where they were first reported in 1965
(Rogers 1966) and precedes their arrival in northern California in March 1982
(Evens & Le Valley 1982).
You can also discover that since the formation of OBRC several species of
warblers have been added to the list of birds found in Oregon: Blue-winged,
Yellow-throated, Lucy's, Prairie, Connecticut, Mourning, and Canada Warblers.
Three species of warblers (Tennessee, Black-and-White, and Ovenbird) have been
found to be regular migrants in small numbers and have been removed from the
Review List. These warblers are most often found in the spring but there are fall
records for them, too. In fact, the Lucy's, Tennessee, Black-throated Blue, and
Black-and-White Warblers have been found in winter.
Our knowledge of shorebird migration has increased dramatically. By
careful scrutiny of the thousands of peep shorebirds during fall migration, Oregon
observers have added several species to the Official List of Oregon Birds. The most
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exciting perhaps are the Long-toed, Rufous-necked, and LitUe Stints. The records
demonstrate that Semipalmated, Stilt, and Buff-breasted Sandpipers are regular
migrants (in small numbers), and these species have thus been removed from the
Review List. Most of these sightings were made along the coast but there are a few
inland records which are documented. Most likely these shorebirds have been
passing through Oregon for many years undetected and we cannot claim any
discovery of new distribution, but without the formation of the OBRC and the OFO
to give birders the impetus to locate and identify them, they probably would not
have been documented. A scanning of the records of these species provides the best
coastal areas and months for finding them. There is much more information to be
gleaned from the OBRC reports.

MAKING A GOOD REPORT TO THE BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE

With the importance of the OBRC established, a discussion of what makes
a good report is in order. Let's start from the beginning — what is a rare or unusual
bird in Oregon? An up-to-date checklist published by the OFO will indicate which
species are presently on the Review List. On some checklists those species have
been purposely left off. For example, the 1987 Field Checking Card and the Field
Notes report forms list only the non-Review species to alert the birder to what is rare
and should be reported. Any bird found for the first time in Oregon automatically
goes on the Review List
Species which have not been found in sufficient numbers to be considered
regular, and/or which present difficult identification problems, meet the criteria for
being on the Review List. The OBRC goes through the Review List at least once
a year and, starting in 1987, those species which have had at least 20 accepted
records are considered for removal.
How will you know that you might have a bird to report? You will probably
notice the bird because it looks or sounds different from any bird you expected to
find in Oregon. Its behavior, relationship to other birds, its shape and "jizz" may
reinforce your suspicions.
And what is 'jizz"? "Jizz" is defined by Peter Harrison in Seabirds (1983,
page 20) as "not created by any particular feature of plumage, nor by behavioural
traits or even by shape, though much does depend on shape. Jizz is rather a
combination of ill-defined elements which allows a bird to be labeled as 'elegant',
'powerful', 'impressive', etc. Despite its abstract connotations, jizz can enable a
bird to be recognized instantly without recourse to critical examination of such
things as wingtips etc., and this is one of the most important characters of all to look
for." Based on your experience, the "jizz"of the bird should cause you to look at
it again because it is different. Another discussion of "jizz" can be found in an article
by Michael Tove (1986) titled "Of Lions, Jackals and Hyenas." He says "Rare birds
usually present themselves as being overall somehow different. Depending on the
sphere of influence, this sixth sense has been called 'jizz' or 'gestalt' birding. Although it sounds rather mystical, the process is based on the development of a
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sophisticated 'filter'." The Tove article presents an excellent discussion of the
pitfalls of rare bird identification.
Let's assume you have found a most unusual bird. Here are some suggestions for helping you record and report what you think is probably a Bent-tailed
Sitting-Duck from Outer Benchland:
(1) Be prepared before you go birding. In order to properly note and report
field marks, be familiar with the proper terminology to use for the various parts of
the body—the topography of a bird. Illustrations can be found in mostfieldguides.
Carry a note pad for writing field notes and sketching rough drawings. An
alternative to written field notes is a tape recorder to record your oral description.
Carry with you the numbers of a few persons on the "Rare Bird Alert Network," who
can be immediately notified of a rare bird and perhaps help with its identification.
(2) To document this rare find, first study it carefully with your binoculars
and scope while you look for as many field marks as possible. Get a photograph
if you have a camera and a tape recording of its vocalizations if you are equipped
to do so. (Sitting-Ducks have a tendency to vanish quickly, so make the most of
your initial sighting). Lacking a camera, a sketch can be very useful — nothing
fancy—just something that will indicate the shape and importantfieldmarks such
as the 10-inch bent tail, black and yellow polka-dot belly, sky-blue square eye-ring,
black back feathers edged in pink, 3 wavy wing bars and the purple rump. When
describing the plumage remember the bare parts are as important as the color of the
feathers. How long is the beak in relation to the head? Is the beak straight, curved,
thin or thick? Are the legs short or long and what color are they? All of these
"positive" field marks are important in correctly identifying the bird. Note its
behavior. If you can determine the age, subspecies, and/or sex, indicate that in your
notes.
(3) Make your notes in the notebook you are carrying. Don't waste precious
time fumbling through your field guide trying to identify it unless you have a
sleeping bird! In fact, some experts say that you should not carry afieldguide and
most suggest that you should make your field notes before you refer to any field
guides. You can easily be influenced by the information in the field guides and
report things that you really did not see. (Did you really see the backward curved
middle toenail?) Thesefieldnotes will be the basis of your written report so make
them as detailed as possible, including everything you see about the bird. A mention
of missingfieldmarks can also be very helpful when you are trying to confirm your
identification. If you don't see a median stripe on the head or spots on the tail, jot
it down. Try describing the bird from head to tail for a systematic approach. Three
good sources to read on taking notes and making sketches are Chapter 3 in the
Audubon Society Handbook For Birders (Kress 1981), Chapter 6 in The Western
Birdwatcher (Zimmer 1985) m& Basic Birding: Accuracy: P arr//(Barnhill 1986).
(4) Very few of us are prepared to tape record a bird's voice, so you should
write down the best description you can. Is it high, wheezy, harsh, thin, or sweet?
Does it say "screeee poko" or "haha bebooooo"? Compare it with the calls of other
birds.
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(5) If the bird is seen in flight, its flight pattern is very important. This is
especially true for some species such as seabirds. Is the flight slow, rapid, or
undulating? Are the wing beats shallow or deep? Are the wings pointed or broad?
(Does it's tail unbend in flight?) Use your own words to describe what you see.
(6) An indication of the size of the bird in comparison with other species
should be made. (Is the Bent-tailed Sitting-Duck bigger than a Mallard or a Greater
White-fronted Goose?)
All of these above features and any others you perceive should be mentioned
in your notes — it is not enough to say the bird looked just like the illustration on
page 29 of your Outer Benchland field guide, or just like the bird you saw in Soggy
Bottom, or just like a Straight-tailed Sitting-Duck except for the angle of the tail!
You must give a full description of the bird you found.
(7) It takes only a few seconds to remark on the weather, the viewing
conditions (was the sun in your eyes?), thetimeof day, and length of the sighting.
Jot down the type of habitat — a slough, open meadow, conifer trees — whatever.
You'll need this information when you write your report for the committee.
(8) Should you be lucky enough to have birding companions, each person
should write their own notes while in thefield.These can be compared later. In some
cases (where the only way you can see the bird is through the 1 telescope which is
available) it would be beneficial to cooperate with one person calling off the field
marks while another writes them down. At any rate, if all members of the party write
and turn in a report, the committee is much more likely to look favorably upon the
record (and you'll need all the help you can get to have them accept the Bent-tailed
Sitting-Duck!) Single person sightings with no photos or tapes are very carefully
scrutinized—especially if it is a species new to Oregon. Some committee members
have at times refused to accept any sight records by only 1 person if it is a first
Oregon record, but this is the exception rather than the rule. The OBRC does tend
to be conservative overall so do all you can to provide them with the maximum of
information.
(9) Now check your field guides for any help or confirmation you need in
identifying this amazing rarity.
(10) Once you and your party agree that you have a rare bird (it is not on your
Field Checking Card or the Field Notes report forms) and you have made your field
notes, carefully note the location so that you can report the bird and direct others to
the spot. Find some landmarks that will prove useful such as mileposts, road names,
buildings, and distinctive natural features. Note the mileage from reference points
as you leave the area. If the bird is on private property you should contact the owner
for permission to look for the bird, explaining that if the bird stays around there
could be many people coming to try to find it
(11) Finding a public phone to use to call in your find is not always easy, but
birders are resourceful and you should be able to locate one and report your sighting
as soon as possible so others have a better chance of finding it. (It isn't every day
that any of the Sitting-Ducks are found in Oregon!) Call a few persons on the "Rare
Bird Alert Network," or if you are in an area where there is a local bird group or
Audubon chapter, try them. Do not wait until you get home from your trip. Report
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these birds so that others can confirm the sighting and perhaps learn more about
these rare occurrences.
(12) Now you are ready to prepare your report for the committee. It is the
written reports of the bird which are most frequently inadequate and if there are no
photographs or voice recordings to support the record they must stand on their own.
Your report should be written as soon as possible while the memories of the sighting
are still fresh in your mind. The OBRC has prepared a form to be used for writing
reports and it includes all the elements that should be addressed. It is not essential
that you use the report form, but it is important that your report include all the
information requested on it Use it as a guide to cover the pertinent facts. Every bit
of information is significant.
There are 2 sections of the report that are most frequently inadequate. They
are the description of the bird and its comparison with other species to eliminate
them as possibilities. To repeat — it is not enough to say the bird looked just like
the picture in a guide! Neither is it enough to say it doesn't look like any other
"duck" you've seen before. What you saw and how you eliminated other species
needs to be clearly presented. The process of elimination is especially crucial for
some species such as the Empidonax flycatchers and stints.
(13) You will no doubt be using your field guides to aid you in your final
determination of the identification and after referring to them you may still have
some doubts if the species closely resembles another. Contact other birders for help
and if you are still not satisfied, this is the time to send your complete description
with any photographs, tapes, etc. to an expert. In some cases there will be someone
within the state, or the United States, but in recent years it has not been uncommon
to make contact with someone in another country, particularly when they are the
expert for that species. Their response to your request should be included when you
submit your report to the OBRC. If this is done before it is submitted for review it
will make it much easier for the committee. In some cases the OBRC has found it
desirable to ask for help from outside experts when the observer has not done so.
(14) When you are satisfied that you have documented your rare bird as fully
as you can, send your report (written legibly—the committee can't judge what they
can't read!) and all other evidence (photos, etc.) to the OBRC. The regional editor
for American Birds also appreciates receiving copies of the reports but remember
that there are deadlines for each season for submitting materials to American Birds.
Though the records committee has no deadlines, it is beneficial to receive the
reports in a timely fashion. This is particularly true when several persons are turning
in reports on the same sighting. It is awkward, to say the least, when a report arrives
a year after the committee has reviewed the other reports for the same sighting.
On the national level you might want to contribute to the VIREO (Visual
REsources for Ornithology) collection. This is a national effort to collect photographs of rare birds in North America (and the entire world) for scientific and nonscientific purposes. It is located at the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. For more information about VIREO see American Birds 38(3): 267-277,
1984, Birding 17(5): 201-208, 1985, and Birding 17(6): 257-260,1985.
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Amateurs have been able to contribute greatly to the scientific knowledge in
ornithology. Each report adds to the reservoir of information. You too can make
your contribution. But remember that the records you submit may be read 50 or 100
years from now and the researcher will not know who you were or how good a birder
you were to aid in judging the accuracy of your identification. Write your reports
so that reviewers will be able to determine what bird you really saw.
Onefinalword, don't feel badly or take offense if your record is not accepted
by the OBRC. You are in good company! Along with many others, most members
of the OBRC have had records (yes, plural) rejected. In many cases those not
accepted were sight-only records and frequently a 1-person sighting. This doesn't
mean you shouldn't submit 1-person sight records. Non-accepted records are kept
onfileand if the same species shows up in Oregon at a future date they can be useful
for reference and could be reviewed again.
/ wish to thank Owen Schmidt for his many contributions and suggestions.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A REPORT ACCEPTED BY THE
OREGON BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE

15. Description of bird: Slightly larger than Common, smaller than Caspian.
About 16 inches long, rather slender, shaped like a Common Tern. Bill
was slender, long, slightly decurved. Color varied from yellowish to
pumpkin-color. Forehead speckled black on a few (5) individuals and
white on the rest. Long, black crest began at eyes and circled around
back of head. Amount of black on crown appeared to vary with age.
Eyes were dark. Legs were black. Mantle color was a little lighter than
Ring-billed Gull, shading to dark gray on tops of primaries. The underside of the wings was white to medium gray. The tail was white and
deeply forked.
The underside had a rosy-pink wash on about 112 of the individuals.
This wash was from the throat to the upper belly. It could be seen when
the bird was preening or had its head under its wing.
The birds seemed to prefer each other to the other birds on the same
beach. They were grouped together apart from the Caspians and even
when gulls were near, there was still a noticeable grouping.
16. Voice: Much softer than Caspians—a clipped Karreek or Karricck
heard when they flew over the other terns on the beach.
17. Similar species: Caspian Tern — larger, bulkier, thicker bill, no shaggy,
long crest, forehead is never white, call differs.
Common/Arctic Tern —forehead never white, legs never black, no
crest, smaller, call differs.
Royal Tern — larger, heavier bill, no rosy wash to breast, dark
primaries.

Clarice Watson, Secretary, Oregon Bird Records Committee, 3787 Wilshire Lane,
Eugene, OR 97405
Report number 066-83-04 uses the official OBRC report form and provides
a good description of the birds, their actions and carefully eliminates other species.
RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FORM
1. Common and scientific name: Elegant Tern Sterna elegans
2. Number of individuals, etc.: 40+ mixed flock ofadult and juveniles
3. Locality: Newport, South Beach, Lincoln Co. Mudflats at Marine
Science Center
4. Dates(s) when seen: Aug. 20,1983
5. Times of day when seen: 11 am and later at 3:30 pm
6. Reporting observer and address: Rick and Jan Krabbe ... Philomath OR
97370
7. Other observers who also identified the bird: Matt Hunter
8. Other observers who independently identified the bird: Robert Olson
9. Light conditions: Sunny, cloudless day
10. Optical equipment 10x40 Zeiss, 25x Bushnell spotting scope

20.

11. Distance to bird: 50 to 100 ft.
12. Duration of observation: 30+ minutes
13. Habitat Mudflat — sand bar between water's edge and tidal vegetation.
Seen first at high tide and again later on outgoing tide. (High was 6.3)
14. Behavior Most were resting and preening. Some flew and fed, some
called as they flew over the flock. Flock was generally separate from
other terns (Caspian and Common) and gulls.

21. This description written from (a) notes made during observation, (b)
notes made after observation, or (c) memory: (b and c)
22. Are you positive of your identification? Yes
23. Signature of reporter: Jan Krabbe Rick Krabbe
24. Date and time of writing this account: 21 August 1983, 9:30 am
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18. Photographs: Yes, Rick Krabbe. Attached.
19. Previous experience with this species: None, however experience with
all similar species.
Books used (a) at time of observation and (b) after observation: (a)
Peterson, Field Guide to Western Birds, (b) Harrison, Seabirds; Terres,
Encyclopedia.

(Editor's note: this is slightly paraphrased from the original report form.]
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AN EXAMPLE OF A REPORT NOT ACCEPTABLE
TO THE OREGON BIRD RECORDS COMMITTEE
Clarice Watson, Secretary, Oregon Bird Records Committee, 3787 Wilshire Lane,
Eugene, OR 97405
Report number 000-00-00 is a report that has been fabricated to illustrate a
poor record. The information is very scanty in every area. The description of the bird
gives no indication of the size, shape, color of beak or legs. The elimination of
similar species neglects to address the Red Crossbill or Pine Grosbeak, both which
would be more likely. A Vermillion Flycatcher should also have been considered.
There are records on file which look much like this one — they have not been accepted!!
RECORDS COMMITTEE REPORT FORM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Common and scientific name: Scarlet Tanager
Number of individuals, etc.: one adult
Locality: Crater Lake, Klamath Co., 6000ft.
Dates(s) when seen: August, 1983
Times of day when seen: 7:30 P.M.
Reporting observer and address: Bobby Lister, 700 Club Lane, Avian,
OR 97000
Other observers who also identified the bird: Suzy Birdwatcher
Other observers who independently identified the bird: None

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Light conditions: Cloudy, evening sun
Optical equipment: 7x35 "Bird-Finders" Deluxe (new)
Distance to bird: 60 to 80 ft.
Duration of observation: A good 10 minutes
Habitat: Conifer trees

14. Behavior: Moving in and out of the trees
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Description of bird: Red bird with black wings —just like the picture in
the Golden Guide.
16. Voice: Did not hear
IS

17. Similar species: Cardinal—did not have crest. Western Tanager—
only its head is red.
18. Photographs: None
19. Previous experience with this species: None
20. Books used (a) at time of observation and (b) after observation: (a)
Golden Guide—Birds of North America, (b) None.
21. This description written from (a) notes made during observation, (b)
notes made after observation, or (c) memory: (c)
22. Are you positive of your identification? Yes.
23. Signature of reporter: Bobby Lister
24.

Date and time of writing this account November 10,1984

[Editor's note: this is slightly paraphrased from the original report form.)
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OBRC ALL-TIME MEMBER, ALTERNATE, AND SECRETARY ROSTER
Tom Crabtree. 1667 N.W. Iowa, Bend, OR 97701
In the 9 years since the creation of the OBRC, 20 individuals have served as
Committee members. At least 1 new member has joined the Committee every year
since the creation of the OBRC in 1978. The first Committee was "hand picked"
based to a large degree on geographical considerations. Since that time, Committee
members have been elected.
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Those serving on the Committee are as follows, listed in the order in which they
joined the Committee:

Member

Harry Nehls
Jeff Gilligan
Bob Lucas
Fred Ramsey
Larry McQueen
Alan McGie
CD. Littlefield
Eleanor Pugh
Otis Swisher
David Fix
Steve Summers
Tom Crabtree
Alan Contreras
David Irons
Owen Schmidt
Joe Evanich
Dick Palmer
Jim Carlson
Steve Heinl
Jim Johnson

Years of Service

1978-present
1978-present
1978-1980
1978-1979
1978-1981; 1985-present
1978-1980
1978-1979
1978-1984
1978-1979
1979; 1981-1983; 1984
1979-present
1980-present
1980-1982
1981-present
1982-present
1983-1985
1984
1984; 1985-1986
1986-present
1987-present

Action by year

Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member
Original OBRC Member

1979 — Ramsey and Littlefield retired early. Summers replaced Ramsey. Fix
replaced Littlefield.
1980 — Crabtree replaced Swisher, who retired. Contreras voted onto Committee to replace Fix who was serving out Littlefield's term.
1981 — Irons replaced Lucas, who retired. Fix replaced McGie, who retired.
1982 — Schmidt replaced McQueen, who retired.
1983 — Evanich replaced Contreras, who retired.
1984 — Palmer replaced Fix. Palmer resigned. Fix replaced Palmer. Fix resigned. Carlson replaced Fix.
1985 — McQueen replaced Pugh, who retired.
1986 — Heinl replaced Evanich.
1987 — Johnson replaced Carlson.
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'lliirty individuals have served as alternates on the Committee. In alphabetical
Order, ihcy are as follows:
Tun Bidder — 1987
Jim Carlson — 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1987
Alan Contreras — 1983
Tom Crabtree — 1979
lilzy Eltzroth — 1979
Joe Evanich — 1981, 1982, 1986
Ben Fawver — 1979, 1980
David Fix — 1979, 1980, 1984, 1986, 1987
Steve Heinl — 1984, 1985
Matt Hunter — 1983, 1984,1985,1986, 1987
David Irons — 1980
Ken Knittle — 1983, 1984, 1986
Bob Lucas — 1981
Alan McGie — 1981, 1982, 1985
Larry McQueen — 1982, 1984
Bob O'Brien — 1987
Robert Olson — 1979, 1980
Dick Palmer — 1982, 1983
Eleanor Pugh — 1985
Fred Ramsey — 1979
Dennis Rogers — 1982
Martha Sawyer — 1985
Richard Smith — 1983, 1984,1985,1986
Brian Sharp — 1980
Mark Smith — 1980
Steve Summers — 1979
Otis Swisher — 1981
Bill Thackaberry — 1981, 1982
Larry Thornburgh — 1981, 1983
Herb Wisner— 1979, 1980
There have been only 2 Secretaries in the history of the OBRC. Thefirstwas
Alan Contreras who served in 1978 and 1979. Clarice Watson took over in 1980
and has been the Secretary ever since.
Thanks to Clarice Watson for her help in compiling this information.
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OBRC MEMBER, ALTERNATE, AND
SECRETARY INTERVIEWS
Tim Bidder
ALTERNATE

[Editor's Note: Tim Bickler did not respond to an interview request.]

Jim Carlson
ALTERNATE

I have been birding since the summer of 1971,
when I graduated from college. My parents gave me
a Golden Guide and took my wife, Judy, and me to
Malheur N.W.R. in July. A longer trip to Southeast
Arizona in May 1976 set the hook deeper and turned
us into birders. A 10-week trip across the South in
the spring of 1977, including Texas, the eastern
seaboard, and all of Florida, provided the background for much of our subsequent birding activities. I was one of the founders of Oregon Field
Ornithologists and its first treasurer. I edited Oregon Birds for a few years and have been either a
member of or alternate to the OBRC since 1980.
The birth of our daughter, Heather, in 1981 has slowed us down a little but a trip to
Texas in May 1987 allowed us to break 600 on our ABA-area life list Our primary
interest remains travelling combined with birding. I especially enjoy visiting
Hamey County in spring and fall looking for rarities, pelagic trips, and county
listing. I am presently employed as the Assistant Director of the Lane Council of
Governments with responsibility for managing the Local Government Services
Division. We are primarily involved in long-range planning activities and computerized local government information systems, not usually related to birds.
What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
I believe the first and foremost responsibility of the OBRC is to solicit and
review reports of rare birds in Oregon and to determine their validity. Secondarily, the Committee needs to publish the results of their deliberations and provide an
official state list. I do not think that the Committee needs to deal with geographical
distribution or breeding status within the state.
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What constitutes a good record, one that Is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
The best records are those that are complete, describe the bird by what was
actually seen and are generally believable. The believability of a record encompasses many aspects and includes the number of reports (not necessarily observers,
although single observer sight records are always suspect), the duration of observation, the conditions, the date, and location of the sighting, the observer's
reputation and most importantly the description of the bird itself. The reporting
form published by the Committee is an excellent checklist for the elements to
include in a report.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead
to records not being accepted?
The most common pitfalls are incomplete descriptions and records. Often,
there is little or no description of the actual bird, only a conclusion that a rare bird
was seen. The OBRC needs evidence that forms the basis for that conclusion. The
best evidence is the bird itself or an identifiable photograph. Barring these, the
written report is all that exists and it must lead to the conclusion on its own. Many
otherwise good records are rejected based on the lack of description. At other times,
the bird has actually been misidentified either through inexperience or due to our
constantly changing understanding of identification techniques. There should be
no negative stigma to having a record rejected — we all have. It is part of the
learning process to become a better birder.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
I think that there are better forums for education than through OBRC. The
development of modernfieldguides and the constant stream of articles in American
Birds, Birding, British Birds and other books and journals should be the place most
Oregon birders obtain their information. That is not to say that individual OBRC
members can't assist in this effort by writing Oregon Birds articles, conducting
workshops at the annual meetings, teaching classes, and leading field trips. These
are all very important for the development of good birders in Oregon. I do not
believe that the OBRC should take on this role.
What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most
negative?
The most positive aspect is that the OBRC, over their 9-year history, has
reviewed a majority of the reports of rare birds in Oregon, both recent and historic.
These records have been compiled and catalogued for future researchers. The
results have been published and an official list has been produced. The Committee
has offered a forum for the discussion of these records. The most negative aspect
is that not all rare bird records are reported and some Oregon birders apparently do
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not understand or support the work of the OBRC. Hopefully this issue of Oregon
Birds will change some of the negative perceptions. The other complaint which I
have heard is that the Committee is inbred with too little turnover in its membership.
While I agree with this perception to some extent, it is also true that there are
relatively few highly-qualified individuals. This situation is changing rapidly,
however, as many newer birders are extremely competent and have more resources
available to learn the necessary identification skills.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
I would like most to see new faces on the Committee over time as the newer
birders demonstrate their abilities. I would also hope that a higher percentage of
rare bird reports actually result in OBRC records.
Overall, I think the OBRC has done an excellent job and has been an asset to
Oregon field ornithology. We should thank Alan Contreras for the initiative to get
the venture off the ground and especially thank Clarice Watson for her tireless
efforts at providing organizational support and continuity. I wish the OBRC
continued success and know it will be hard work reviewing those hundreds of
records. I just hope some of them will continue to be mine.
0

Tom Crabtree
MEMBER

I have been a member of the OBRC since
1980. I started birding when I was 6 years old
in Massachusetts. I have been actively birding
in Oregon since 1974. I am interested in all
aspects of birding. A primary interest is the
range of birds including expansion of ranges
by species into Oregon and within the state on
a county-by-county basis.
What is your view of the purposes of the
OBRC?
The purpose of the OBRC is to vote on the j
records submitted to it, and to publish the
results. This might seem like a restatement of
the obvious, but I think it is important to stress [_
the limits of the OBRC when there are many roles that the Committee should not
attempt to fill.
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What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
One that is complete, describes the bird actually seen, not saying it looks like
ilic picture in "X" field guide, and one that shows how this bird was different from
all comparable species.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead
to records not being accepted?
Brevity is the main culprit Too many descriptions are 1 or 2 lines long. The
report should describe the bird in as much detail as possible. Another common
pitfall is to leave out entirely a comparison with other similar species.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
No - except to the extent that studying the records of the Committee is
educational.
What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most
negative?
The positive aspects of the Committee are the fact that it has reviewed so many
records and contributed so much to the knowledge of the extent of vagrants
occurring in the state. The most negative is the fact that an awful lot of people don't
send in reports to the Committee because of their fear that a record will be voted
down.
0

David Fix

ALTERNATE

I took up birding in earnest in 1974, in what was then a rural comer of eastern
Washington County. During the 1970s I birded intensively in many parts of
Oregon, but I have since restricted my coverage mostly to the higher western
Cascades. Many OFO members know me as an "ear-birder". My most influential
birding companion has been Tom Lund. Since 1984,1 have lived and worked at
Toketee Ranger Station, 60 miles east of Roseburg, Douglas Co. During the offseason, I attend a few Christmas Bird Counts and enjoy gull study. Those familiar
with my enthusiasm for birding will be surprised to learn that I get more excited
about finding a big tree than a rare bird. I have served on the OBRC as an appointed
replacement, an elected member, and I am currently an alternate.
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What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
The OBRC serves to establish the occurrence of unusual species of wild birds
in Oregon. I see the formation and fine-tuning of the OBRC as paralleling the
growth and maturing of the Oregon birding community. Prior to the mid-70s, our
birders were not nearly as numerous and well-organized as they are now. Few
persons felt the need for a Records Committee, because reports of unusual species
were less frequent, and only a spare handful of birders maintained any real interest
in the confirmation and patterns of those reports. A need for a solid recording
system for rarities has developed hand-in-hand with the growth and increasing
sophistication of the corps of serious Oregon birders.

flippant, or incoherent manner as to cause the Committee members to scratch their
heads just to understand what the observer is attempting to describe. It seems to me
that a number of active vagrant-chasing birders have such limited experience in
paying attention to detail that to adequately describe a Ruff or a Tropical Kingbird
becomes a tortuous exercise in Communications 101. This is really too bad. It
underscores the rift between piling up lots of species and knowing about birds.
Many of the active birders who began their hobby about, say, 1980 or so, and who
were attracted to hardcore listing, have begun to close this rift. I see it becoming
a less troublesome situation as they gain more experience with common birds and
greater expertise in pure observation. I'm aware this remark may be taken as a slap
by some, but I really don't mean to offend anyone at all.

What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
An acceptable record provides straightforward information describing or
depicting a Review List species in unambiguous and conclusive terms — nothing
to it, right?
Writing a good report is sometimes a frustrating endeavor. A good many rare
bird sightings begin in uncertainty, and end too quickly. It is left only to afinemind
to recall perfectly each important detail. I have been acquainted with only a few
birders who could accurately portray in words such a fleeting and hectic rarity
feather-for-feather. I don't believe I'm one of those persons. I like to see a bird long
enough to look it over, write some notes, then watch it some more. It's very easy
to sit down with the intention of giving your Committee a bright and flawless
portrait of a well-seen rarity, but it's easier yet to rise from the table an hour later,
reading through something mysteriously less satisfying, less convincing. I'm sure
there are many birders who will agree with what I relate from personal experience.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
The most common pitfall is to give details (and/or a photo) which do not
conclusively diagnose the species in question — although the record may strongly
suggest that the species was observed. Reporting a bird with good supporting
details, but also with a few ambiguous details, is a common problem. Another
problem, less frequent but tougher to deal with, is a report of a very rare bird in
which details are brief — sometimes skeletal — and read as if the observer was
paraphrasing a cheap field guide. I have detected an unseemly amount of nearquotation from the Peterson and Golden Guides in reports submitted to the OBRC.
When someone says the bird was 4 and three-quarters inches long and sang "zeedlezeedle-zeedle-zee-zee", I have to wonder if they had the Golden Guide propped
open in front of them on the kitchen table as they wrote the report. This usually
doesn't eliminate a report from consideration, but it is something Ifindannoying,
and a red flag to watch the observer's reports for possible added details in the future.
A few reports are submitted each year which are written in such a terse,

Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
I see an education role for the OBRC, one that is an outgrowth of the primary
role of maintaining a Review List, establishing such occurrences, and periodically
disseminating that information. I don't see the education role as obligatory. It just
happens. The periodic publication of what has been accepted, and what has not,
allows everyone who sees Oregon Birds to get a pretty good understanding of the
occurrence of unusual species throughout the state.
I'd like to elaborate on this. If you've been birding here for, say, a couple years,
you know that certain eastern warblers and Palearctic waders are being reported,
and are something to look for. Buthow many Blackpolls show up compared to Baybreasts? Why do birders speak of Sharp-tailed Sandpipers in a manner suggesting
they're something you can actually go out and look for with some measure of
success? Is it still true, as is stated in Peterson's Western guide (1961 edition), that
Ovenbird has been recorded in every state except Oregon? Checking the OBRC
listings is a good way to get a realistic idea of what shockers may reasonably be
expected to turn up again, and which ones are just total mindblowers.
When I began birding in the mid-1970s, I had a real hunger to understand the
status of some of the rare or obscure birds in Oregon. About all I had to go on was
Gabrielson and Jewett's 40-year-old Birds of Oregon, Bertrand and Scott's checklist, which was sometimes confusing, and a few other minor checklists. I bent Harry
Nehls' untiring ear for several years just to get a handle on what was actually the
case during that time. Not every inexperienced birder enjoys circumstances
whereby he or she can build a mental file through the graciousness of a leading
birder. The OBRC helps provide this kind of info. It is offered in terse form, but
is certainly easy to assimilate.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
I see the Committee remaining about the same. Revision of rules and procedures will continue to occur, and the Review List will keep on getting snipped and
patched as the status of various species comes to be seen in a different light. These
things shouldn't be seen as an indication of weakness, vacillation, or infighting
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among Committee members. Rather, it shows that the Committee has its finger on
the pulse of what is, or is not, worthy of formal review. It seems to me that the
Committee is always trying to find better ways in which to operate.
It's been said that a compromise is an agreement that dissatisfies each party
equally. That definition applies to Committee election procedures. During the first
few years of the OBRC's history, there was an effort made to find the elusive middle
ground. I disagree with the current weighted-vote system, and also with the term
lengths. I think terms should be shortened, and a two-term/sit-out rule instated.
Sure, I admit, it's hard to imagine the Committee without a few of its de facto
Members For Life — but I think it's important to try to circulate at least a few of
our newer birders through a seat on the Committee. It's a good place to learn not
only how to identify rarities, but more importantly, how to polish one's ability to
weigh evidence and make judgements.
All in all, I believe the Committee is a good idea. I think it's working well.
Despite a few glitches and mistakes, there are quality results to look at.
0

JeffGilligan
MEMBER

I was born in Portland, and received a
Bachelor's degree from Linfield College in
McMinnville and a law degree from the University of Oregon. I have served on the
Records Committee since it was founded. I
average about 80 days of birding within our
great state per year, and 20 to 30 days elsewhere. My birding travel has taken me to
Mexico (3 times), Costa Rica, Fiji, Britain,
Ireland, Australia, The Gambia, Senegal, and
in North America from St. Lawrence I.,
Alaska, to the Dry Tortugas I., Florida. My
primary interests in birding are shorebird
identification, identification in general, distribution and seasonality, and vagrancy. I enjoy listing, but I could well do without
it. Ifindhollow listing, unaccompanied by other interests, to be mildly disgusting.
I am also interested in habitat preservation. I worked on the acquisition of the
Bandon Marsh reserve by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and I am currently
working on similar projects for Tillamook and the South Jetty of the Columbia
River area. I also plan to see the long-in-progress Oregon bird distribution book
brought to fruition with the collateral efforts of Mark Smith and Owen Schmidt.
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What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
In my view the purpose of the Committee is to accumulate information. It
serves as a depository of evidence — written and photographic (occasionally even
sound recordings). While it also makes judgments regarding the evidence, the
accumulation of evidence at 1 location allows researchers to make their own
conclusions.
Regarding the Committee's judgmental role, in my view a rejected record
doesn't mean that the particular species was not seen, but rather that the totality of
evidence and circumstances fails to show that the proffered record is substantially
certain to be correct.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
A good record to me is one that eliminates all other reasonably likely species.
The best way to do this is to photograph the bird. Next best is to describe it
satisfactorily and have at least 1 other qualified birder see it and describe it. Absent
these, a single observer sight record report with a good description — but these
records are given more careful scrutiny, and the reports that do not fit reasonably
well into known patterns of vagrancy might well be reasonably rejected.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead
to records not being accepted?
Some observers submit descriptions that due to brevity or omission of key
details, do not eliminate all other species. Specific reasons given by the reporting
observer to distinguish the bird being reported from other species are often very
helpful. By doing so the observer indicates that he knew what other species to
consider and why they were eliminated. Observers should always avoid embellishing details. The perfect description is sometimes a bit dishonest. Report what you
actually saw.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
I don't believe that the Committee's role is educational — except in situations
like this regarding its own functions.
What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most
negative?
While there is good participation by the state's birding community, greater
participation would be desirable. But before submitting reports please refer to Clare
Watson's article in this issue, which will be informative as to how valid records can
be made acceptable. Use a camera when you can. Write descriptions that are
accurate and unembellished. If there is any doubt — just forget it.
0
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Steve Heinl

MEMBER

[Editor's Note: Steve Heinl did not
respond to an interview request]

Matt Hunter

ALTERNATE

I have been birding
since 1980, and have been
an alternate OBRC member since about 1985.1 enjoy understanding the birds
and knowing about them:
their habits and migrations,
their plumages and vocalizations, their favored habitats and food items. Identification is a challenge.
Unusual surprises are ex- I
citing. But all in all, birding would not be the same for me if I did not have friends
to bird with, and if I did not know that "In His hand is the life of every creature, and
the breath of all mankind." (Job 12:10).
What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
The title of the Committee pretty well spells out its purpose, except that it keeps
records only of rare birds in Oregon. Another important function of the Committee
not spelled out in its tide is the communication of information it handles. The OBRC
is doing pretty well in both cases.
Reviewing records is not a purpose of the Committee. It is, rather, an inevitable
and necessary process any Committee must go through to keep accurate informa-.
tion. I suggest that we view the Committee in this perspective. Responsibility
becomes more apparent. The Committee needs to aid field observers in describing
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birds, and the birder needs to ask, "How can I write a better description of the bird
I see?"
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
A good record starts in thefield.Do not wait until you get home to write your
description, with a bowl of soup, a sandwich, and a field guide. Chances are you will
forget the details and have to look at a reference to remind yourself. Take a note pad
and pen/pencil whenever you go birding. When you see a bird you want to describe,
start first with a general description of the bird: general type (gull, sparrow, duck),
relative size and shape, its habits, vocalizations, and most obvious plumage
characteristics. Then begin focusing on the detailed appearance of the bird. Start
first with the areas most easy for you to describe, or the easiest to see, and work your
way from there to describe everything you can see about the bird. Learn the names
of the parts of a bird's plumage from the front of your field guide or another
reference. A good record describes the bird in question and differentiates it from
other species. Do your best.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead
to records not being accepted?
There is one pitfall that leads a record to be unacceptable: the description does
not adequately describe the bird in question and distinguish it from similar species.
The factors causing this, however, are at least two: (1) unfamiliarity of birds'
plumages, habits, and migrations; and (2) inability to describe and communicate.
For example, if I were asked to describe a particular rock in a pile of other rocks,
I could use my descriptive skills to describe the rock, but my lack of geological
background would hinder me from writing an adequate description — one that
would enable a geologist to identify the rock that I observed. It is the same with
birding. A lack of experience makes it more difficult to write a recognizable
description. I can chuckle at the first descriptions I wrote. Some were just a few
lines! They were good sightings; I just didn't know what to describe on a bird, or
how. I suggest that you read the mass of information in this issue, enjoy your
birding, and do your best to describe any rare birds you see.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
For the OBRC to carry its purpose well it needs to help other birders learn to
describe the birds that they see. The Committee may be able to help birders to
initially identify rare birds by writing occasional articles on the subject.
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What so you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most
negative?
The most positive aspect of the OBRC is that it does the work it does to keep
records of rare Oregon birds. The most negative aspect will require some effort on
the part of the Committee. Some people harbor bitterness because their record was
"REJECTED". More communication between the Committee and the birding
community should help this some.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
A much more interesting role the OBRC could have would be to keep records
on all of Oregon's birds. The structure would change to include regional Committees in addition to the state Committee already formed. Each regional Committee
would be responsible for their own record-keeping. Data would be kept for each
bird in their region. A Graphic Information System (GIS) could be used to easily
input, manipulate, and retrieve data for anyone's use. Bird records that were rare for
the region and the state would be forwarded to the state Committee once the region
was finished with the record. The data kept on the GIS would be useful to wildlife
agencies.
0

David Irons
MEMBER

I guess I've watched
birds since before I can
remember. My mother has
guarded a crayon drawing I
made at age 3 that was
proudly proclaimed a towhee. I'm afraid the record
would not be up to OBRC
snuff. While my drawings
of birds have not improved
much in the past 25 years,
my interest and skills at
bird identification have.
My parents joined the
Audubon Society when I
was 6 years old. Early on,
my birding was limited to
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field trips and family vacations. About age 8 or 91 developed enough interest to
wean myself of the Hershey's kisses my mother used to lure my sister and I down
the trail to our next lifer.
My family moved to Oregon when I was 10 and birding trips remained pretty
limited until I was a senior in high school. On February 9,1977, my life changed
forever. I met David Fix on a Portland Audubon Society field trip to Sauvie Island.
Finally a birding contemporary! Within months I evolved into what is euphemistically referred to as a fanatic.
In 19811 was elected to the OBRC after 2 years as an active alternate. I love
birding Oregon for reasonstoonumerous to mention. The variety of avifauna, flora,
and climate make Oregon one of the 2 or 3 most exciting states to bird in the country.
In the last 10 years I've seen more of this state than most Oregonians would see in
10 lifetimes. I've made friends and memories that no amount of distance could
erase. I lost one of my best birding friends when Mark Koninendyke died last year.
But the memories of pit stops at Jake's Truck Stop in Bend, lukewarm thermoses
of coffee and all night drives across the desert to see the sun rise at Malheur
Headquarters are what birding is all about. Having seen 390 species along the way
just added to the fun.
What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
If I had 10 bucks for every time I've discussed this issue I'd spend the winter
in Cozumel. I feel its main function is to serve as a depository for records of species
which are rare in Oregon (generally which have occurred less than 20 times in the
state). The rather difficult task of examining the validity of reports, particularly first
state records becomes a necessary evil of such an endeavor. While the methods of
the OBRC may not be perfect we have no choice to but do our best to determine an
accurate list of the species that have occurred in Oregon. Modern ID skills and
resources have rendered the "specimen records only" attitudes of the past obsolete.
To ignore all non-specimen documented records would be foolish, although a few
people still cling to the tired opinion that only specimen records should be counted.
In this case such common vagrants as Buff-breasted Sandpiper, Ruff, and Semipalmated Sandpiper would not be on the Oregon list
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
A photo, voice recording, specimen, or written report which accurately depicts
the reported species and eliminates all other species. The report (particularly
written reports) must describe the size, shape, behavioral characteristics and
plumage patterns of the bird. When they can be determined age and sex of the
individual are a must The observer should demonstrate that they knew the bird was
a rarity while they were looking at it. I like their report to demonstrate an objective
thought process with consideration of similar species (particularly common species) rather than a presumptuous "I knew it was an immature female Pine Warbler
the moment I saw it" type of description.
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What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
Generally a poor report has 1 of 2 major flaws. Either the description is too
vague or presumes that by saying that they saw species XYZ that no descriptions
of basic features of the bird need to be described. Too many observers don't make
comparisons with common species or even indicate a thought process which
considered common species. We all get overly excited occasionally and rational
thought process escapes us. I've made plenty of mistakes that involved not
examining the obvious, such as an odd plumage of a common bird. I've been
criticized for some of my "no" votes in the past. My rule of thumb is: would a third
party who did not know this observer or their reputation look at this description and
feel confident that all possible candidates were considered and effectively eliminated? If not, I feel I have to vote no. I try to base my decisions on the evidence
presented and divorce myself from some of the inevitable politics of a situation like
this.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
To a limited extent yes. We should provide a State list that is recognized to be
official by OFO. I think new ID information that is generated from the deliberations
of the Committee and information regarding patterns of rare bird occurrences
should be passed on through Oregon Birds. I feel somewhat obligated to share some
of what I've learned about rare bird ID through occasional articles for OB.
Unfortunately limited time doesn't allow me to do enough of this.
What so you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most negative?
For the first time in a century and a half of Oregon ornithological history there
is a State list which is compiled in one place and is generally accepted as valid by
the majority of birders. It helps generate excitement about finding rarities in the
state and allows us to understand what weather patterns, etc. contribute to these
occurrences.
The OBRC suffers from a bad rap of beingtoopolitical and serving only as a
forum for a few selected egos and cronies. Compared to other states around the
country the hard core identification/listing community that drives the Committee
is limited to relatively small numbers. Like in all small towns sometimes petty
jealousies overshadow what I think is a great service and opportunity for participation for all Oregon birders. I'd be the first to tell you that the OBRC is a relatively
non-scientific imperfect system. But until we have the numbers of serious birders
of, say, California — why waste the opportunity to collect a lot of valuable
information?
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What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
Oregon is on the brink of an explosion of new birding talent. Years ago birders
went to Malheur on Memorial Day weekend and that was it for the year. Now it gets
daily coverage from mid-May through June, and at least weekly coverage during
September and most of October. Coverage of coastal hot spots is almost constant
during the height of rarity season. Accordingly more rare birds are being found all
the time. The OBRC work load increases annually. With the availability of new ID
information today a new birder can come on the scene and within a couple years
know as much as those of us who matriculated from the dark ages when it was
common knowledge that Western and Semipalmated Sandpipers could not be
separated when in basic plumage. The knowledge I gained about peep ID by
spending half of my formative years on Bayocean sandspit with Jeff Gilligan et at.
can now be acquired by spending part of an evening with the Veit and Jonsson
article in American Birds. I'm continually amazed by the talent and knowledge of
the new birders I meet
Someday some hotshot 19 or 20 year old will come along with the same
enthusiasm I had at that age and replace me on the OBRC. I won't depart with the
sourness of Ferdinand Marcos. Rather I'll smile knowing I contributed along with
my co-Committee members to a base of knowledge that will continue to make
birding as fun and exciting as it is currendy.
0

Jim Johnson
MEMBER

I was elected a member of the
Oregon Bird Records Committee in
1986. I have been Associate Editor
of Oregon Birds for about 2 years
and I am the current compiler of the
Sauvie Island Christmas Bird Count.
My chief birding interests are general bird identification, identification of shorebirds, amateur bird
photography, and learning the status
and distribution of birds in Oregon
including vagrants. I am also greatly
interested in habitat preservation
and restoration, but that probably
just naturally goes along with being
a birder. I am marginally involved
with a proposal to restore the tidal
basin at the South Jetty of the Columbia River.
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What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
In my view, the purposes of the OBRC are to pass judgement on rare bird reports,
keep on file all reports and evidence submitted to the Committee for consideration,
periodically bring up-to-date the Official List of Oregon Birds and the OBRC
Review List, and to publish an annual report in Oregon Birds on the Committee's
deliberations.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
Of course good photos are very helpful, but it is often quite difficult to get halfway-decent photographs of birds — rare or not. Assuming that there is no good
photo of a reported rare bird, we then must rely on the written evidence. A good
report is one that has a thorough and detailed description of everything that was seen
and heard, even if the species is a fairly easy one to identify. The description should
include everything from overall size and shape of the bird, the size and shape of the
bill, the plumage, voice, and anything else that was noted. It is usually hard to
remember such detail if you are writing a report from memory, so take a note pad
into the field with you and when you find a rare bird study every detail from bill to
tail and write it down while it is still fresh in your mind. You can even include a
photocopy of your field notes with the report. The Committee members will read
your report with less skepticism. Also, a good report is one that states how the
observer eliminated all other species which could be confused with the reported
bird. Again, be thorough. Be sure to read Clarice Watson's article in this issue. It
is very informative and will help you get through the tough spots of writing a rare
bird report.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
The most common pitfall in report writing is including a description that is very
brief or nearly non-existent. Many times it seems like the rarer the reported bird is,
the shorter the description.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
I believe that the OBRC does have an education role, but it is an outcome of
publishing the annual OBRC reports in Oregon Birds, and not a primary function
of the Committee. The educational aspect of the Committee is simply one of a better
understanding of the status of vagrants in Oregon. Education as a chief function
should be left to other groups or organizations, ones with better resources to do the
job.
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What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most negative?
The most positive aspect of the OBRC is that it acts as a central repository for the
great number of reports submitted for consideration — whether accepted or not.
This would make it much easier for anyone who wants to gather information on the
status of vagrants in Oregon. If anyone so desires they could examine the original
reports and photos and judge the validity for themselves. This is one reason why
unaccepted reports are kept on file. The most negative aspect of the OBRC is that
many people do not submit reports because they simply don't understand it or they
feel intimidated by it. Hopefully, this issue of Oregon Birds will help remedy this
situation.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
One change that I would like to see take place is one involving the membership
terms. I think I would be beneficial for the Committee if each member sat out for
a year after serving 2 or 3 year terms. This would constantly recirculate personnel
and bring in people with new ideas. It would also give more people a chance to serve
on the Committee. This may seem unrealistic to some people who think that there
are not enough qualified birders out there to join the ranks, but I'm sure that there
are plenty of people that, if given the chance, would do as well as any of the current
or past members.
0

Larry McQueen
MEMBER

I've been a birder throughout my life or
over 40 years. Right now my primary bird
interests are Neotropical: research for a bird
guide to Peru I am illustrating.
What is your view of the purposes of the
OBRC?
First and foremost it is a review board to
pass judgement on records of bird species to
determine their status in the state of Oregon, The Secretary's view states these
purposes succincdy and I endorse them, Secondarily, OBRC has an educational
function.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
The bird should be seen well and described thoroughly. The circumstances of
l he observation should be well documented. Intelligent comparisons should be
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made with other confusing species and an explanation as to why the reporter made
his/her identification. There should be mention of observer's experience.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
Sketchy descriptions. Ambivalent and contradictory statements. Descriptions
taken from a field guide. Descriptions done from memory long after the sighting.
Over-confidence in one's observation. Forgotten details, like date.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
It does not have a role, but a secondary function; that is, the educational value
of OBRC is not a responsibility but a by-product. It serves to focus the importance
of reliable observation and provides a forum for identification problems, and
sharpens our understanding of these problems.
What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most negative?
Positive: to provide an understanding of status and distribution of bird species
in Oregon. Negative: Thefiltrationsystem is far from perfect Some good sightings
never make it into the system, and some are rejected. Some birders find OBRC
intimidating.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
Increasing reports by OBRC published in Oregon Birds and perhaps as
separate papers. Increasing number of records. I hope the changes brought about
by changing personnel are those of continued high quality and dedication.
0

the Oregon Audubon Society's (now the Portland Audubon Society) newsletter, the
Audubon Warbler.
Considerable information on Oregon birds was published through these outlets
and later in the newsletters of the ever increasing local bird clubs and Audubon
societies. One of the main problems
confronting the editors was having to
decide in a short period of time and
with very little information on
whether to accept and publish a reported rare bird. As these reports
began to increase it was obvious
some other method would have to be
arranged to handle these reports and
offset the doubts concerning some of
the published reports.
As early as 1974 attempts were
made to organize a statewide
committee to review rare bird reports
but it was the extra effort of Alan
Contreras, Chip Jobanek, and the
Southern Willamette Ornithological
Club (SWOC) that the Oregon Bird
Records Committee and the Oregon
Field Ornithologists' were formed in 1978. Knowing how important such an
organization could be, when I was asked to be a member of the first Committee I
readily agreed. Bylaws and rules have been established and revised over the years
to make this group the effective and respected organization it is today.
What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?

Harry B. Nehls

The 3 main functions of the OBRC are to review rare bird reports to determine
their authenticity, serve as a repository for state bird records, and maintain the
Official Checklist of Oregon Birds. Anything else the Committee does is secondary
and should continue to be so.

When I first started serious birding there were few outlets for reporting bird
sightings, much less for evaluating unusual or controversial birds. The only way to
publish a report other than by producing a major paper for the Auk or Condor was
to send the sighting on to the editors of Audubon Field Notes and hope it was
included in their limited space.
In 1965 John Crowell and Alan Baldridge were assigned editors of the
Northern Pacific Coast Region of the Audubon Field Notes. When Alan moved to
California the next year I assisted John in editing the report. For the next 10 years
we worked to increase the Regional Report in length and depth so that more
information could get published. In 19661 began writing the Field Notes section of

Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
The Committee is in a position to fill a primary educational role in bird study
and in an unofficial capacity it does so. The reports and papers on bird identification, distribution and status in Oregon by the Committee and the members of OFO
published in Oregon Birds and other publications are ever increasing but this is just
the beginning of what can be accomplished. We have yet to consider classroom and
lecture programs or publishing books or recordings. As this is not a primary
function of the OBRC, I would suspect, and would highly support, that the OFO will
form a separate committee in the future to deal primarily with this important facet

MEMBER
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of bird study.
In one phase of education, however, the OBRC has shown outstanding success.
In order to submit a written report to the Committee and expect it to be favorably
received not only must considerable care be taken during the observation, but the
report itself must be carefully prepared. This has resulted in many Oregon birders
becoming outstanding field observers and accomplished in preparing written
reports.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
How a report is presented is just as important as how careful the bird was
studied in the field. To begin with, the observation itself must be as complete as
possible. Remember it is up to you to provide reasons for your conclusions. In hardto-identify species it is often important to add copies of published articles and
papers to substantiate your report. Attempts to photograph the bird or contact other
birders to verify the record go a long way in convincing the Committee you made
an effort to confirm the record.
On the other hand a report that is obviously not original and shows the influence
offieldguides will certainly be suspect. If the report does not show an effort on the
part of the observer to obtain as much detail as possible at the time of the observation
and to carefully record it and make an attempttoverify the record, the committee
member reviewing the record most probably will be suspicious and question what
information is presented.
When submitting records always remember that the report will become a part
of a permanent file, even if it is not accepted. Researchers in the future will have
access to these files and will evaluate each record again and again. If a record is
poorly prepared or incomplete it reflects direcdy on the observer who reported it
The Committee in its turn is responsible for its decisions and is prone to caution.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
The Committee has shown considerableflexibilityas it has grown and I doubt
it will become less so in the future. The study of bird identification and distribution
is just beginning to be understood and I am sure changes will be made as they
become necessary.
0

Bob O'Brien

ALTERNATE

As about an 8-year-old I
remember asking my mother
"What can I do?" Shetoldme to
get a book out of the library and
try to learn about the birds in our
yard on the San Fransisco Peninsula. At the time I wasn't
interested. However, about a
year later I found the nest of a
Western Flycatcher under a
bridge near my school and
shortly later a Hutton's Vireo
nest under construction in our
front yard. I was hooked. In those days you carried your binoculars under your coat
so other kids wouldn't see you. Myfirstidentifications were made using the Littie
Golden Guide. It helped me to identify a Brown Towhee as a Robin. I soon
graduated to Ralph Hoffman's book, which is still my favorite. Since it was short
on illustrations, it allowed me to identify my first Mockingbird as a Clark's
Nutcracker (a rare wanderer to the coast). Late winter and spring through high
school were spent looking for nests. I chose Florida for graduate school for obvious
reasons. My birding time is limited (although you couldn't convince my family of
this) so I am not into listing. My interests include new life species, behavior
observation, and photography. My first pictures were taken on a Brownie Starflash
with a kite string attached to the shutter when I was in grade school. Much of my
early birding was on San Francisco Bay and shorebirds are still my favorite. I enjoy
identifications, as in the photograph where I am trying to figure out what's wrong
with the owl.
What is your view of the purposes of the

OBRC?

This summer, I was fortunate to make a business trip to the east coast and went
birding at Bombay Hook in Delaware where there were a breeding plumaged
Rufous-necked Stint and Curlew Sandpiper within a few hundred yards of each
other. In talking with local birders I asked whether Littie Stint had been seen in
Delaware. The answer was "Who knows? People have reported them but we don't
have any kind of records committee." This is probably the prime reason. Increasing
identification skills and developing better distributional information are others.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
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Since this is my first year as an alternate I really can't comment on good records
beyond what the OBRC rules say. On carrying out the identifications themselves,
caudon is the byword. One always wants an unusual bird to be a rarity and it is easy
to jump to conclusions, to see what one wants to see. I've done this as has everyone
else.
A recent example: I happened to be at the coast this past summer shortly after
the White-rumped Sandpipers were reported and heard about them from another
birder. When we arrived at the spot the other birder and I soon found a flock of
mostiy juvenile Western Sandpipers resting on the shore. With them was an
"apparendy" larger bird with its back turned that exposed a white rump as it
preened. It seemed to be clear cut. I took a number of photos as I gradually
approached while the other birder watched through a scope from farther off. After
a few minutes a feeling of uneasiness arose. The bird really wasn't that much larger
and the white rump was not really in the center but on the sides which were rotated
to assist preening. Eventually it became clear that I was photographing a winterplumaged adult Western Sandpiper. Had these birds flown during the early stages
of the approach I might have noticed the absence of the white rump before they were
gone, or I might not have and thought I had confirmed the sighting. Caution is
always advisable but not often easy to remember. The sequel to this event was when
I discovered that I had no film in my camera later that night. All's well that ends
well.
Another example. A few years ago I found a large buteo with white marking
on its back, a mostly white tail and a white face on Sauvie Island. I only saw the
bird from the back, perched as well as in flight I reported it to the bird tape as a
Ferruginous Hawk. The following week I returned to Sauvie Island and found a
very white Red-tailed Hawk perched in a tree about 2 miles from the Ferruginous
Hawk of the week before. This time I only saw the front of the bird and although
it was obviously a very unusual Red-tail there was no question of its identity. I
showed 2 rather poor slides of the "Ferruginous" at Birder's Night in Portland a few
weeks later and someone remarked that the white markings on the back suggested
a Red-tail. Disturbed, I finally relocated the bird at its original site several weeks
later still. This time I saw thefrontand the back and realized that the "Ferruginous"
and the white Red-tail were one and the same. In the original sighting, I had flushed
the bird to observe its tail pattern in flight However, I obviously should have made
more attempts to see its breast when perched. When finding a potential rarity one
should always assume it's really just a more common species that seems different
because of species variability or because of the observation conditions. That way,
the disappointment is less when it turns out you're right.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
Definitely, but this may not be carried out to its fullest extent now. I think it
would be worthwhile for 1 member to write a short synopsis of the reasons for
rejecting a record with positive suggestions for ways the written record or the
original observation could have been improved. This could be returned to the
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submitters). This would help in future submissions and if it were rotated around
the Committee it shouldn't constitute too much of a burden.
What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most negative?
The positive ones are promotion of interest in identification and development
of distributional information. The negative ones are the emphasis on vagrants to
the exclusion of uncommon birds whose distributional information may be of more
value. It is problematical to deal with sight records of such species as Sharp-tailed
Sandpiper, Semipalmated Sandpiper, Trumpeter Swan, Arctic Tern, Tennessee
Warbler, Short-tailed Shearwater and others, even golden-plover not in flight
These birds can be very tricky to identify so even published records in American
Birds may be hard to judge the validity of. I've heard the statement made: more
frequendy reported than seen. Since these and many others are not review species,
one is tempted not to spend much time on the identification. Of course, written
descriptions can be sent to the regional editor ofAmerican Birds if one is submitting
the information there, but it would be nice to have a mechanism for verifying these
non-review species. Perhaps it would just be too much work for all involved
though. I don't see any real negative aspects to OBRC.
0

Owen Schmidt
MEMBER

I

We knew Blue Jays, Red-headed Woodpeckers, and
other common birds around our farm in central Minnesota
where I grew up. Thus I have been been a birder of sorts
all my sentient life. I found out about the Peterson guide
in an ornithology class at St. Cloud State University. I
| followed with a major in Biology and later wrote a
! Master's Thesis on several aspects of a Common Grackle
! nesting colony near the campus. During those years
j birding often meant crawling into bird nests — hawks,
| owls, waders — to collect data and band nestlings. I
remember being in a Bald Eagle nest (tallest tree around)
during a sudden lightning storm, being on an American White Pelican (fish eater)
nesting island on a hot summer day, slogging through miles of marsh (sometimes
hip deep) for cranes and geese. This was Biology, not birding.
I found out about state lists and records committees after law school. On the
trail of rare birds, I have combined a number of interests: photography, sound
recording, writing, computing, traveling. This year I finish a second term on the
OBRC, and this issue is my tenth issue as Editor of Oregon Birds. This is Biology.
And Birding!
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What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
To maintain the Official Checklist of Oregon Birds.
On the way to meeting this basic purpose, the OBRC does many things. It
marshals and evaluates records of rare birds. It stores its data (written reports,
photographs, recordings, specimens) for all time to come so that others can also
evaluate the data. It has set up a structured means to obtain records — the OBRC
Report Form. It has set up a structured means to decide which species are on the
Oregon list, which have been verified, and which are considered "rare" — the
OBRC voting process. And it does a number of housekeeping things like replace
its members and publish its proceedings. All these activities, in my view, revolve
around the basic purpose of making line-by-line entries on the Official Checklist
of Oregon Birds.
Someone has to be the arbiter of whether, say, Little Stint has ever occurred in
Oregon (it has), or Greater Roadrunner (it hasn't). And whether, say, Blue Jay is
a rare bird in Oregon (it isn't), or Blackpoll Warbler (it is). These decisions directiy
affect the Official Checklist, and it is the primary job of the OBRC to make these
decisions. It's not that Greater Roadrunner truly does not live in Oregon, or that
there are truly fewer Blackpoll Warblers in Oregon than Blue Jays. But someone
has to print the Official Checklist, and it falls on the OBRC to make the decisions
that lead to that
Other beneficial results flow from the fact that the OBRC is doing this job. The
OBRC may generate its own data by its very existence, because birders who
otherwise may not have reported their rarefindsare given a forum. The OBRC sets
a minimum standard for the level of information gathered on rare birds, because
many birders have learned the kind of information keeping needed to have a record
accepted by the OBRC. The OBRC is a source of information for researchers,
nearly any of whom have access to the OBRC files. But these are just spin-off
benefits of having the OBRC, not the OBRC's purpose in being.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
For me to vote to accept a record, the evidence must (1) support the identification of a rare bird, and (2) eliminate all other species. Plus there are a few rules
about introduced and assisted birds.
Thus the description "All red bird with red crest, smaller than a robin," is
adequate to describe Northern Cardinal. But it does not rule out Pyrrhuloxia, and
it is troubling that Cardinals are seed-eaters, sometimes caged, and essentially nonmigratory. I'd vote not to accept. Not because the description is lacking, or even
very brief, but because of other problems. A description "All black bird with black
crest, smaller than a robin, and white in the wings," is adequate for Phainopepla, but
does not rule out Crested Myna. Lark Bunting is not out of the question, depending
on the quality of the sighting and the experience of the observer. But add "red eye"
to the description, and the right time and place, and I vote to accept as Phainopepla.
Not all evidence is relevant. Color of the undertail coverts would not help in either
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of these descriptions. Color of the eye might.
In my view, a good record is one that simply contains enough evidence to allow
me to reach the identification of a rare bird, and rule out all other species. And it
is not the burden of the reporter to make the comparisons. In my view, it is my
burden to do the analysis. It is the reporter's burden only to present the evidence
that the reporter has.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
"I saw a , I am familiar with , and I am positive of the identification."
There is almost no information in that statement that is useful to me while reviewing
the record, no matter who the reporter is. The most common pitfall, I believe, is
assuming too much. Some reports are not explicit. Reporters do not always tell as
much as they know.
Does the OBRC have an education role, and if so, what is it?
Yes. The OBRC definitely has an education role. Every time the OBRC takes
action, it teaches. It teaches by example, by precedent. It teaches when it rejects
a record that is ambiguous between 2 species; it teaches when it accepts one.
Whether they choose to play an active education role, OBRC members
certainly have opportunities for one. The focus on the OBRC in this issue of Oregon
Birds is intended to be education, educating Oregon's birders on the importance of
and the means to getting data into thefilesof the OBRC. Other opportunities arise
in voting on records. To the extent that members taketimeto write comments when
voting on records, and to the extent those comments are passed back to reporters,
the members can play an educational role.
What do you see as the most positive aspects ofthe OBRC, and the most negative?
On the plus side, I see a growing collection of very interesting and very
valuable data on some of Oregon's bird species. I see more and more birders
sending in reports. I see more professional ornithologists supporting the OBRC.
Being part of the OBRC is great fun!
On the other hand, I am worried about an enlarging circle of birders who do not
send in data. These are birders for the most part who have had records rejected, or
who do not appreciate the value of their data. Either the wrong message is going
out to these birders, or the wrong message is being received by them. I believe it
is the OBRC's responsibility to hold this circle to a minimum.
What changes do you see for the OBRC in the future?
The OBRC has such a short history—9 years—that trends for change are hard
to spot. The OBRC has moved into a regular procedure, with clearly defined
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balloting routines, lengthy rules of operation, many established procedures. I think
these will change slowly and by very small measures, if at all. The OBRC has
generated its own language, its own jargon, and that probably won't change much.
The membership in the OBRC will continue to change by no more than 1 or 2
members per year, if that many.
I see room for changes, though. (1) There will be a "standard of review,"to set
the threshold for accepting records. Members are all over the place. Some are
intuitive (right-brained) and seem to vote by instinct. Others are analytical (leftbrained) and seem to vote by mechanical formula. Some use the word "reasonable"
when voting on a record, and some express no personal standard. I think that over
time many if not all members will adopt and express an objective standard to guide
them when voting on records. (2) Data will be stored for the millennia. Duplicate
files are fine for now. But paper disintegrates over time. Kodachrome will
disappear into thin air. The OBRC does not have its material into the literature for
the most part, and does not have a plan for "permanent" data storage. That will
change. (3) Too many birders are turned off by the OBRC. Especially those whose
records have been "not accepted" by the OBRC. Eventually, every birder will have
a record rejected, and if every birder rejected the OBRC in turn, the OBRC would
cease to function for lack of work! Steps should be taken, in my view, to bring back
the disenchanted birders. (4) A philosophy of accountability will emerge. Some
members may seem to hold themselves accountable to the OFO Board, which
appoints the members. Some may hold themselves accountable to other members,
who make recommendations on replacement members will be in the annual polling.
Some may seem accountable only to themselves. I believe a philosophy will
emerge that OBRC members are accountable direcUy to the birders of Oregon. It
is the birders who give the OBRC its charter, its power, its existence. It is the birders
who support the OBRC with their reports. The future strength of the OBRC will
depend on the level of support it gets from Oregon's birders at large, and a
Committee that responds direcdy to the needs of Oregon's birders will be the
strongest kind of Committee.
0

Steve Summers

MEMBER

I started birding after taking an ornithology course at Humboldt State University, California, in the fall of 1970. By the end of the quarter I was totally "hooked"
on birding. Most of my birding in thosefirstfew years was done in Humboldt and
San Diego (where I was born and raised) Counties. I started early looking for and
chasing rare birds. I was fortunate enough in thosefirstyears to meet and bird with
several of California's better birders and make lasting friendships with many of
them. Roughly one-third of my birding is still done in California. In 19741 moved
to Grants Pass, Oregon and in 19781 moved to Klamath Falls where I still reside.
Mytimein Oregon has been spent mostly birding the southern counties of the state.
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In thattimeI have met and birded with most of Oregon's active birders and enjoy
friendships with many of them. It has been a real pleasure for me to see and
participate in the growth of Oregon birding from a very infant stage to one of the
more highly-organized birding states in the country.
What is your view of the purposes of the OBRC?
The primary purpose of the
OBRC is that of collecting and reviewing records of the occurrences
of rare birds in Oregon. This provides a forum whereby rare birds
can be written down and fully described for future birders and ornithologists to use. Too often records
of the past consist of only a statement that some person saw a certain
species somewhere with no written
description of the bird itself. By
being the main body that does this an
order can come out of the many
sightings that are now being made in
Oregon. These records can all be
kept together with easy access to all
who have a genuine interest and
purpose in Oregon's birds.
A secondary purpose of the
committee is to help educate other birders on the identification and occurrences of
Oregon's rare birds. Doing this will hopefully raise the caliber of the average
Oregon birder. This should mainly be done with published explanations of our
reviews of submitted records and formal (meeting presentations) and informal
(birding with) personal contact with Oregon's birders.
What constitutes a good record, one that is likely to be accepted by the OBRC?
A good record fully describes a bird as much as possible. Even parts of the bird
that are not normally thought of as being critical to identification should be included
if seen. Too often we get very brief descriptions with just a few "field guide" field
marks mentioned and a note saying it looked just like in the book. A description
like this really makes me wonder if the report was written from the book.
What are some of the most common pitfalls in record writing that tend to lead to
records not being accepted?
Being too brief in descriptions of the bird and not fully going through and
eliminating all other possible species. Often times there are ways of eliminating
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species that aren't in the field guides but are seen when the bird is actually viewed.
By noticing everything about a bird you can often include little subtle things that
you can't get from a field guide but that help me to believe in the record.
What do you see as the most positive aspects of the OBRC, and the most negative?
The most positive aspects of a committee like this is that some order is made
out of the many records of rare birds. Inaccurate or doubtful records can hopefully
be screened and separated from well documented ones. The most negative aspect
is that we are human and are fully capable of making mistakes and by human nature
alienating others. Therefore we tend to be conservative. It is better to reject a good
record than accept a bad one. This is 1 good reason why all records, accepted and
rejected, are kept on file. Who knows how these records may be judged by future
generations but they will all be there to reevaluate if so desired.
0

should like to address the most difficult task the OBRC Secretary has. That task is
notifying persons who have sent in records that they are not accepted by the
Committee. There doesn't seem to be a pleasant way to say the information
provided was insufficient to convince the Committee of the identity given the bird.
Unfortunately, some persons feel their credibility is being questioned when in
reality it is usually a case where the circumstances of the sighting just didn't allow
the observer to see everything necessary to be able to report all the important field
marks. Most OBRC members have had the same problem and had their records fall
into the not accepted category.
On the other hand, it has been gratifying to receive a note from someone whose
record has been rejected thanking me for notifying them and the Committee for the
consideration they gave the report. These are bright spots in the files!
0

Clarice Watson

SECRETARY
I have been a "sometimes" birdwatcher since childhood, but in the late 1960s

became seriously interested in identifying birds. I have participated in the Southern
Willamette Ornithological
Club since its beginning in
the 1970s and the Oregon
Field Ornithologists since
its formation. In 1980 I
became the secretary for
the Oregon Bird Records
Committee and have found
it a rewarding way for me to
contribute to the Oregon
birding community. As a
librarian (now retired) I
have been especially interested in developing reference materials to aid researchers in locating published information of
Oregon'sbirds. The OBRC
fits right into this interest
since it collects, organizes,
and maintains records.
My views on the
OBRC have been presented
elsewhere in this issue but I
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REPORT OF THE OREGON BIRD
RECORDS COMMITTEE

Clarice Watson, Secretary, Oregon Bird Records Committee, 3787 Wilshire Lane,
Eugene, OR 97405
The Oregon Bird Records Committee completed its review of the following
records from October 1986 through October 1987. The first group of records are
those for which the written report and/or photographs or specimens supported the
stated identification and are accepted records. If photo(s) or specimen is indicated
for a record, it was accepted as verified. Other records were accepted as sight
records.
Information given for each record includes the location of the sighting, number
of birds, sex if known, special conditions (such as collecting), and date(s); initials
of observers) submitting written or other evidence for accepted records — italics
indicates discovery of the bird(s); the record file number (includes the AOU number
for the species); and a notation for first verified Oregon record. Many observers are
indicated by "m.ob."; several by "et al."
The members of the OBRC for 1986 are Tom Crabtree, Jeff Gilligan, Steve
llcinl, David Irons, Jim Johnson, Larry McQueen, Harry Nehls, Owen Schmidt,
and Steve Summers. The alternates are Tim Bidder, Jim Carlson, David Fix, Matt
I lunter, and Bob O'Brien.
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ACCEPTED RECORDS

Short-tailed Albatross. Diomedea albatrus. New species on accepted list.
82-53-02
Sunset Beach, Clatsop Co., a female found dead on the beach 30 January 1953
(TMc). Specimen number 16616 at the Museum of Natural History,
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA. First confirmed Oregon record.
Mottled Petrel. Pterodroma inexpectata.
099-86-05
One-half mile north of Driftwood State Park, Lincoln Co., 1 adult found dead on
the beach 15 December 1986 (photos by RLo).
Magnificent Frigatebird. Fregata magnificens
128-35-03
Tillamook Lighthouse, Tillamook Co., 1 collected on 18 February 1935 (SGJ).
Unsexed skeleton is specimen number USNM 322266 at the United States
National Museum. Skin (appears to be an immature) is museum number
.19530 at the Natural History Museum in San Diego. First confirmed Oregon
record.

Piping Plover. Charadrius melodus. New species on accepted list.
277-86-01
Neahkahnie Beach, Tillamook Co., 1 adult in fading breeding plumage 6 & 8
September 1986 (CM, TQ.
Hudsonian Godwit. Limosa haemastica.
251-84-05
Highway 205, Harney Co., 1 in winter plumage on 21 September 1984 (photos by
TQ.
Rufous-necked Stint. Calidris ruficollis.
242.2-84-10
Bandon, Coos Co., 1 in breeding plumage on 25 June 1984 (LT).
Little Stint. Calidris minuta. New species on the Review List.
242.3-85-01
Bayocean Spit, Tillamook Co., 1 juvenile on 7 September 1985 (photos by JJo, et
al.). First verified Oregon record.
Curlew Sandpiper. Calidrisferruginea.
244-85-10
Bayocean Sandspit, Tillamook Co., 1 molting adult 17 August 1985 (AC, photos
by JG).

128-87-04
Charleston, Coos Co., 1 juvenile 7-11 March 1987 (photos by OS, JJo, and SS,
m.ob.).
Tufted Duck. Aythya fuligula.
149.1-87-06
Monmouth sewage ponds, Polk Co., 1first-wintermale 12-31 January 1987 (RG,
BB, and JJo, m.ob.).

Ruff. Philotnachus pugnax.
260-85-13
South jetty of Siuslaw R., Lane Co., 1 juvenile Reeve on 9 September 1985
(A&TMi).

Common Moorhen. Gallinula chloropus
219-83-06
Winema Creek, Neskowin Beach, Tillamook Co., a male collected 13 February
1983 (HJ). Specimen number S-8202 at Carnegie Museum of Natural
History, Pittsburgh, PA.

Red-legged Kittiwake. Rissa brevirostris
041-33-04
DeLake [D Lake], Lincoln Co., 1 collected 28 January 1933 (CAL, IG). Specimen
number USNM 589514 (originally number 2200) at United States National
Museum, First confirmed Oregon record.

Mongolian Plover. Charadrius mongolus.
279-86-03
Bandon.CoosCo., 1 adult in breeding plumage from 11-29 July 1986 (17/, CM, AB,
JJo, photos by RBa, m.ob.).

Ross' Gull. Rhodoslelhia rosea. New species on accepted list.
61-87-01
Yaquina Bay, Lincoln Co., 1 adult in winter plumage 18 February to 1 March 1987
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(photos by HN, JJo, OS, JM, SS, and TC, m.ob.). First verified Oregon
record.
Parakeet Auklet. Cyclorrhynchus psiltacula
017-86-03
Twenty miles off Garibaldi, Tillamook Co., 4 birds on 7 September 1986 (TC, JG).
Crested Auklet. Aethia cristatella (New species on accepted list.)
018-85-01
1-1/2 miles offshore and 2-1/2 miles south of Cape Blanco, Curry Co., 1 on 1
September 1985 (GF).
White-winged Dove. Zenaida asiatica
319-86-03
One mile from Tillamook, Tillamook Co., 1 on 20 December 1986 (JG).
Costa's Hummingbird. Calypte costae.
430-86-11
Roxy Ann Butte, Jackson Co., a male on 2 June 1986 (HN).
430-86-12
Bend, Deschutes Co., 1 male from 26 May - 8 June 1986 (TC, photos by JJo, m.ob.)
(same bird as 430-84-08 & 430-85-10?).
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. Sphyrapicus varius.
402-83-03
Litde Deschutes Bridge, 5 miles north of Gilchrist, Klamath Co., an adult female
in breeding plumage on 5 July 1983 (photos by LMc). First verified Oregon
record.
402-76-04
Scoggins Valley Park, Washington Co., afirstyear female on 9 & 20 July 1976 (HN,
JG).
402-76-05
Scoggins Valley Park, Washington Co., a male on 9 July 1976 (HN).
Least Flycatcher. Empidonax minimus.
467-84-09
Five miles west of Glide, Douglas Co., 1 singing on 26 June 1984 (KK).
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407-86-11
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 singing adult on 24 May 1986 (photos by JJo, et
11.).
Tropical Kingbird. Tyrannus melancholicus.
446-86-13
Nehalem Meadows, Tillamook Co., 2 immature birds 4-15 November 1986 (photos
by TC, CM, JJo, BO'B, m.ob.).
Blue Jay. Cyanocitta cristata. No longer on the Review List.
477-77-09
Medford, Jackson Co., 1 adult 16-18 December 1977 (photo by OSw).
Brown Thrasher. Toxostotna rufum.
705-86-08
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 presumed adult on 6 June 1986 (TC).
Lucy's Warbler. Vermivora luciae. New species on accepted list.
643-86-01
North fork Siuslaw River, Lane Co., 1 from 27 December 1986 to 24 January 1987
(APr, CBo, photos NB, JJo, MP, and OS, m.ob.). First verified Oregon
record.
Northern Parula. Parula americana.
648-84-07
Charleston, Coos Co., a male on 9-10 July 1984 (AMc, LT).
648-85-09
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 female in breeding plumage 1-5 June 1985 (OS,
RF, photo by TMi).
648-86-10
Davis Lake, Klamath Co., 1 adult male on 18 June 1986 (photos byLAfc).
Cape May Warbler. Dendroica tigrina.
650-86-04
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 male in breeding plumage on 22 & 23 May 1986
(photos by TC & OS, m.ob.).
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Black-throated Blue Warbler. Dendroica caerulescens.
654-86-08
Medford, Jackson Co., 1 male 9 - 30 January 1986 (A&TM, photos by SS and
P&PN, m.ob.).
Black-throated Green Warbler. Dendroica virens.
667-85-05
Corvallis, Benton Co., 1 immature male on 21 September 1985 (AMc).
Bay-breasted Warbler. Dendroica castanea.
660-86-04
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., a male in breeding plumage on 25 May 1986 (MP,
photos by OS, JJo, & TC, m.ob.).
660-86-05
Fields, Harney Co., 1 male on 27 May 1986 (JC).
Blackpoll Warbler. Dendroica striata.
661-86-17
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 in fall plumage on 27 September 1986 (photos by
JJo, TC, OS, m.ob.).
Rose-breasted Grosbeak. Pheucticus ludovicianus.
595-86-11
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 male on 30 May 1986 (photos by OS).
595-86-12
Tillamook, Tillamook Co., 1 immature male 5-13 March 1986, found injured and
dying on 13 March. Specimen in Tillamook Pioneer Museum (photos by
JA1).
Indigo Bunting. Passerina cyanea
598-41-07
Six miles northwest of Fort Klamath, Klamath Co., a male collected on 4 July 1941
(ACT). Specimen number #CM 127505 at Carnegie Museum of Natural
History, Pittsburgh, PA. First verified Oregon record.
Clay-colored Sparrow. Spizella pallida.
561-86-18
Sauvie Island, Columbia Co., 1 on 27 December 1986 (JJo).
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Rustic Bunting. Emberiza rustica. (New species on accepted list.)
535.1-75-01
Portland, Multnomah Co., a male on 21 November 1975 (JG). This record had been
considered to be of questionable origin but is now accepted as a wild bird.
A second bird, possibly a female, also was seen.
Great-tailed Grackle. Quiscalus mexicanus.
512-86-05
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 from 30 May to 7 June 1986 (photos by OS, JJo,
& TC, m.ob.).
Hooded Oriole. Icterus cucullatus.
505-86-08
Florence, Lane Co., 1 immature male on 2 and 5-7 June 1986 (photos by MF).
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RECORDS NOT ACCEPTED

Ashy Storm-Petrel. Oceanodroma homochroa.
108-84-01
Pelagic trip, 3 miles off Douglas Co., 12 birds on 27 July 1984.
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American Black Duck. Anas rubripes.
133-50-02
Summer Lake, Lake Co., photos of a specimen collected by a hunter on 12
November 1950. Specimen in Oregon State University collection. In:
Murrelet 35: 47, 1954. Not accepted because of questionable origin.
Mountain Plover. Charadrius montanus.
281-85-03
Agate Lake, Jackson Co., 2 birds reported as juveniles on 11 August 1985.
Bristle-thighed Curlew. Numenius tahitiensis.
268-85-02
Pony Slough, Coos Co., 1 on 30 July 1985.

Virginia's Warbler. Vermivora virginiae.
644-85-04
Spencer's Butte, Lane Co., 1 adult in breeding plumage on 5 May 1985.
644-85-05
Cape Blanco, Curry Co., 1 immature on 17 August 1985.
0

BUILD A BIRD

Jack Kiley, 2734 N.E. Bryce, Portland, OR 97212

Rufous-necked Stint. Calidris ruficollis.
242.2-80-02
Bayocean Sandspit, Tillamook Co., 1 on 17 August 1980 (photos). This record had
been accepted but was rejected upon reconsideration.
242.2-84-11
South Jetty of the Columbia River, Clatsop Co., 1 on 27, 28, & 31 August 1984
(photos).
Long-toed Stint. Calidris subminuta.
242.1-82-03
South Jetty of the Columbia River, Clatsop Co., 1 on 11 & 13 September 1982
(photos). This record had been accepted but was rejected upon reconsideration.
Greater Roadrunner. Geococcyx californianus.
385-85-01
Roxy Ann Butte, Jackson Co., 1 bird on 13 September 1985. Record withdrawn by
observer.
385-85-02
Near Talent, Jackson Co., 1 in December 1985.
Bell's Vireo. Vireo bellii.
633-85-02
Malheur N.W.R., Harney Co., 1 on 26 May 1985 (photo).
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This hybrid is made up of 11 species on the Official Checklist of Oregon
Birds. Each of the "parent" species has a color and body part in its common name,
such as Red-tailed Hawk.
List a color and name for each body part labelled above. Do not repeat a
color. Do not repeat a bird family. There are several possible solutions to this
puzzle.
Answer on page 373.
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CORRECTION TO 2 PUBLISHED
RECORDS OF OREGON BIRDS
Two records of Oregon birds that were originally misidentified have
been published, but no correction has been published, to my knowledge.
Researchers should not mistakenly cite these records.
Craven's

Murrelet

The remains of a bird identified as a Craveri's Murrelet Synthliboramphus craveri were found at Siltcoos Beach, Lane Co., on 15 August 1975
by J.R. Jehl, Jr., and placed in the Natural History Museum in San Diego
(Museum No. 39533). This record was published in Western Birds 6(3):
109,1975, and in Roberson (Roberson, Don, 1980, Rare Birds of the West
Coast of North America, Pacific Grove, CA, page 216). Based on this
information, Craveri's Murrelet was also listed on the "Checklist of the
Birds of Oregon," which was published in Western Birds 12(4): 145-156,
1981. Dr. Jehl noted this species on the list and wrote to Tom Crabtree, who
had co-authored the checklist, that the specimen had been re-examined and
determined to be really a juvenile Common Murre Uria aalge. The Oregon
Bird Records Committee (OBRC) has since removed this species from the
official checklist of Oregon birds.
Sharp-tailed

Clarice Watson, Secretary, Oregon Bird Records Committee,
Wilshire Lane, Eugene, OR 97405
436,
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Oregon Birds and American Birds have synchronized reporting areas, periods, and deadlines. Field reports for eastern and western Oregon are due
to the OB Regional Editor and AB Regional Editor at the same time.
Season
Months
Due date
Fall
August—November
10 December
Winter
December—February
10 March
Spring
March—May
10 June
Summer
June—July
10 August

Sandpiper

A Sharp-tailed Sandpiper Calidris acuminata was reported at Yaquina
Bay, Lincoln Co., on 1 & 3 September 1968. This record was published
in The Murrelet 53(2): 32, 1972. Photographs of the bird were later
examined by the OBRC and it was determined that the bird was a Buffbreasted Sandpiper Tryngites subruficollis. It is now OBRC record
number 262-68-01 as a Buff-breasted Sandpiper in the OBRC files.
Wayne Hoffman, who reported the bird, has indicated he now agrees that
the bird was a Buff-breasted Sandpiper.
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THE SPRING MIGRATION: EASTERN
OREGON, MARCH - MAY 1987

David A. Anderson, 6203 S.E. 92nd, Portland, OR 97266

Abbreviations used:
CG - Campground
CRG - Columbia River Gorge
hq - Headquarters
MNWR - Malheur National Wildlife Refuge
moHR - Mouth of Hood River, Hood River County
RBA - Rare Bird Alert, Portland Audubon Society
Migrant Common Loons were noted in April: 3 miles east of Burns on the 21st;
at Krumbo Res., HARN on the 25th; and at Ochoco Res., CROO on the 7th. An
amazing number of 300 were on Wickiup Res., DESC 16 Apr (CM). It's too bad
that we have allowed trout to be planted in virtually every lake that was once
attractive to this species as nesting habitat in this state.
Two Pied-billed Grebes were on Hatfield Lake 23 Apr where they are
considered rare (TC, CM). Forty-five Horned Grebes were on Wickiup Res. 16 Apr
(CM). Four Eared Grebes were near Burns Junction 11 Apr (C&MC). Four Western
Grebes at the mouth of Hood River (hereafter moHR) 16 May (DAA, JD) were late
migrants for the CRG. The only mention of Clark's Grebes were 3 at Summer Lake
28 Apr (CM). They are reported as "unusual" at Summer Lake, uncommon at
Thompson Res. and 20% occurrence at Adel, LAKE.
An American White Pelican in eastern Crook Co. 31 May was away from its
expected areas of occurrence (fide TC). A Double-crested Cormorant was in the
John Day Valley 18 May (TW). One near Cascade Locks 16 May was rather late
for the CRG. Tom Winters has noted that the John Day Valley has lost several Great
Blue Heron roosts recently. Several Great Egrets away from their normal centers
of abundance were reported from Sunriver with 5 there on 23-25 May (DD) and 4
near Burns Junction on 11 Apr (C&MC). Several extralimital Snowy Egrets were
also reported from the Warm Springs Res. 16-17 May. Three at Sunriver 23-25 May
(DD, TC, CM) were a first Deschutes Co. record. Catde Egrets were reported in
small numbers only in the Malheur NWR (hereafter MNWR) area (fide AS). Two
Green-backed Herons were reported: 1 at Mill Creek WASC 12 May (DL); and 1
at moHR 16 May (DAA, JD). Two Black-crowned Night-Herons were at Shirk
Ranch in Guano Valley, LAKE 14 Apr (KV).
The first White-faced Ibis reported were 6 at Summer Lake 30 Apr (CM). Fifty
were at Adel 20 May (KV) and by the 27th 175 were present (CM). Migrating
Tundra Swans were numerous at Summer Lake in March (KV). Two late birds
briefly visited Bear Valley on 30 May (TW). A Trumpeter Swan visited the Long
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Creek, GRAN sewage ponds 3 May (TW). The Greater White-fronted Goose which
wintered in the Odell, HOOD area was last seen 14 Mar (DAA). Migrants were also
noted at Mirror Pond, 4 on 15 Mar (SS) and at Hatfield Lake, DESC, 10 on 17 Apr
(TC) where they are rare spring migrants. Two "Blue" Snow and 1 "Blue" Ross'
Geese were seen near Burns 29 Mar (TW) in a large flock of white Snow and Ross'
Geese. A flock of Snow Geese estimated at about 700 was at Summer Lake 23 Mar
(KV).
Wood Duck reports included 1 in Silvies Valley 19 Apr, 3 at Benson Pond,
MNWR 21 May and a single at Clyde Holliday State Park on 24 May. Northern
Pintail were slow in moving into the Harney Basin this season (CDL). Pairs of Bluewinged Teal were reported from Adel 22-28 Apr and another pair at Hart Lake 24
Apr. Migrants were at Hatfield Lake, DESC 1 May (TC), near Picture Gorge,
GRAN 27 May and in Bear Valley 31 May (TW). A male Cinnamon Teal at moHR
16 May was the only one reported from Hood River Co. this year. The Eurasian
Wigeon which wintered at Odell was last seen 28 Mar (DAA). Migrants were noted
at Potter Swamp Road, HARN 5 Mar (CCa); 1 near Krumbo Res. 9 Mar (GI); 1 at
the end of April in the Umatilla area (RBA, 30 Apr); and a male with a possible
female 23 May at Buena Vista MNWR was unusually late (J. Harding,/Ide AS). E.
Blom makes an interesting observation about this species in American Birds 41 (2):
249, which I direct your attention to. A Redhead at Hatfield Lake 15 Mar was the
only one in the Bend area this season. A female Ring-necked Duck at Cascade
Locks 16 May was a late migrant for the CRG (DAA, JD). Twenty Greater Scaup
in the CRG, 14 Mar were not unexpected. A female Barrow's Goldeneye was with
a male Common at Parkdale 14 Mar (DAA, JD). There are few reports of Barrow's
from Hood River Co. One was reported from Buena Vista Pond MNWR 28 Apr.
Both goldeneyes were common at Hatfield Lake in March. The only Harlequin
Ducks reported were from Hood River in mid-May where at least 3 were reported
along that river. Nesting has been reported on Hood River in recent years (Tim
Bickler). Four Bufflehead at Hood River 16 May were late migrants for the CRG.
A Hooded Merganser was at Burns Junction 11 April (C&MC). Eight at Hatfield
Lake 21 Mar was only the 2nd record for those sewage ponds.
ThefirstTurkey Vulture reported in the region was in Redmond on 27 February
(DD). Sixty-three were at a roost in Juntura, MALH 11 Apr (C&MC). The first
Osprey report of the season was 1 at Sunriver 22 March (DD). One was also reported
shot and killed near Warm Springs, JEFF in April. At least 20 other reports of
Osprey were received this season. Several observers commented on Bald Eagles.
The peak count for Harney Basin was 212 on 2-3 Mar (fide CCa). One was observed
stealing a ground squirrel from a Red-tailed Hawk in Bear Valley 4 Apr (TW). If
the lack of reports are any indication Sharp-shinned Hawks were scarce this season.
On a trip to Malheur Co. in early-mid Apr the only accipiter noted by the Corders
was a Cooper's near Ironside on 12 Apr. Another was noted in April at West Bench,
John Day and 2 were in the Mill Creek, HARN area 8 May. Northern Goshawk
reports were limited to Grant, Baker and northern Harney Counties in April and
May.
Five Swainson's Hawk were noted between Fields and Denio, HARN 30 Apr
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(J. Lewis,/ufe CCa). Six were between Crane and Princeton 24 May (JE, HN). None
were seen in Malheur Co. in mid-Apr (C&MC). Singles were noted at Summer
Lake 13 & 27 May and north of Lakeview 27 May. The only Ferruginous Hawk
reported was 1 at Coyote Butte, Malheur Field Station 24 Mar. Six Rough-legged
Hawks were still present 11 Apr. near Burns Junction (C&MC). Three active
Golden Eagle nests were reported this season: 2 in Lake Co. and 1 in Grant Co.
where they were said to be more visible this year. Six reports of Prairie Falcons and
3 Peregrines were received this season.
Gray Partridges were reported as follows: 3 on 11 Apr. near Burns Junction
(C&MC); 2 at Wright's Pt., HARN 16 May and 1 June; 2 at Long Creek Sewage
Ponds, GRAN on 26 May; and 2 north of Andrews on 31 May (TC, Tim Bidder,
JG). Chukar apparendy survived the winter in fine shape in Grant Co. since the
number of sightings were up (TW). Several Wild Turkeys were in the Pine Grove,
WASC area in early Apr (RBA, 9 Apr), in an area where they have been released
and doing well. Three Northern Bobwhite of unknown origin, but undoubtedly not
wild, were in the Bend area 14 Apr (Judy Meredith). No one reported any
observation of Yellow Rails this season. Sandhill Cranes were several weeks late
in Grant Co. this year with thefirstbeing noted 12 Mar.
This spring several shorebird censuses were conducted at Summer Lake to see
if this site qualifies as an international shorebird reserve. Results are as follows:
Summer Lake Shorebird Census
lMav
21 & 22 AprBlack-bellied Plover
- 6
Snowy Plover
30
22
Semipalmated Plover
4
1029
Killdeer
26
36
Black-necked Stilt
263
241
American Avocet
42771609
2
Greater Yellowlegs
Willet
131
139
Long-billed Curlew
29
45
Western Sandpiper
1120
1029
Least Sandpiper
8498
23,150
Dunlin
1680514
Short-billed Dowitcher
1
779
Long-billed Dowitcher
Common Snipe
1
9
67
Wilson's Phalarope
A single Semipalmated Plover was at Prairie Creek sewage ponds 3 May (TW).
Two Black-necked Stilts were at Hatfield Lake 26 Apr. for one of the few records
for that spot (RBA 30 April, TC, CM); another was near Burns Junction 11 Apr
(C&MC); and 20 were at Adel 17 May (KV). Twenty-three American Avocets
visited Hatfield Lake 23 Apr (TC). Migrant Greater Yellowlegs were widely
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American Avocets at Hatfield Lake, Deschutes Co., 23 April 1987. PhotolTom Crabtree.

Red-necked Phalarope, May 1987,1 mile s. of Wright's Point, Harney Co. Photo/Owen
Schmidt.

reported between 3 Apr and 26 May with the largest concentration being 11 at
Summer Lake on 3 Apr (CM). No one commented on the Downy Lake group.
Lesser Yellowlegs were at Summer Lake, 2 on 1 May (CM), and at Hatfield Lake
with 2 on 24 Apr (TC) where there are now at least 4 records, and at MNWR where
2 were noted on 30 May (fide AS). Willets returned to Bear Valley 18 Apr (TW).
An Upland Sandpiper returned to Bear Valley 6 May. Four were there by the 16th
(TW). Single migrants were noted at MNWR hq 2 May and north of Wright's Point
9 May (fide AS). The 3 Long-billed Curlews at Paisley, LAKE 23 Mar were the first
arrivals in the region and earlier than normal (KV). This record was followed by 1
at Hatfield Lake 27 Mar (B. Lecjide TC) for a second record for that location. Fiftyfive near Burns 29 Mar (TW) was the largest number reported. Thirty Marbled
Godwits at Mud Lake and 40 at Malheur Lake 7 May were pretty decent numbers
anywhere in the state (fide AS). A single bird was at Mugwump Lake, Warner
Valley 28 May (MS, DP) for the only other report this season. No Ruddy Turnstones
were reported from Malheur this year where they have become almost annual since
the recent flooding of Harney Basin. A report of 1 from Hart Lake, LAKE 4 June
1986 (W.H. Pyle) has just been reported in American Birds 41 (2): 307.
A Semipalmated Sandpiper, a rare occurrence, was at Hatfield Lake 3 May
(TC). The height of the Least Sandpiper migration occurred around the first of May.
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At Hatfield Lake thefirstspring migrant was noted 14 Apr (CM). Numbers rose to
150 by 1 May and were down to 2 on 10 May (TC). Two Baird's Sandpipers were
at Hatfield Lake 19 Apr and 3 May (TC). The 25 Dunlin at Hatfield Lake 17 Apr
was the most ever seen in Deschutes Co. (TC). In addition to the Short-billed
Dowitcher at Summer Lake on 1 May one made an appearance at Hatfield Lake 3
May (TC). ThefirstLong-billed Dowitcher reports for the spring were 2 at Summer
Lake 3 Apr; 1 at Hatfield Lake 23 Apr was an early record for there; and 1 visited
the Prairie City sewage ponds 3 May (TW). Wilson's Phalarope became numerous
regionwide after 23 Apr. Only 2 reports of Red-necked Phalaropes were received
this spring: 3 at Hatfield Lake 1 May (TC); and 1 at the moHR 31 May is thought
to be afirstHood River Co. record (DAA, DL). A Red Phalarope was at the Long
Creek sewage ponds 3 May (TW).
Franklin's Gulls were not widely reported. The first spring report this year was
8 at Summer Lake 13 May (CM). Five Bonaparte's Gulls were at the Hines sewage
ponds 25 May (LW, PM). A flock of 25 birds in non-breeding plumage was noted
at moHR 16 May (DAA, JD); only 1 remained there on 31 May (DL, DAA). The
last Mew Gull noted atmoHR was on 14 Mar. They have been noted as late as 7 Apr.
in the past As many as 30 Ring-billed Gulls were seen at moHR in mid-May.
Although breeding is not known in the immediate vicinity several pairs were noted
displaying. Nesting does however, take place a short distance upstream in Wasco
Co. at Memaloose and above the John Day Dam. A Western Gull at the moHR 16
May was a most unusual sighting for this far inland (DAA, JD). Even though light
conditions were poor it was compared with California, Ring-billed, and Glaucouswinged Gulls. There is at least 1 other sight record from HR Co. of 2 adults on 22
Jan. 1986 (Phil Pickering).
Caspian Terns set a new spring arrival record at MNWR this year when 3 were
noted on 3 April at Malheur/Harney Lake (AS). Thereafter birds were noted at
Malheur Reservoir, MALH 12 Apr (C&MC); Mann Lake 10 May (fide TW); 4 at
the east end of Picture Gorge, GRANT 25 May and 1-8 at moHR after 16 May
(DAA). Forster's Terns were reported from Grant Co. at Long Creek 10 May and
from Bear Valley, 2 on 24 May (TW). Four were also noted at the moHR 16 May.
The first spring Black Tern reports were of 15 south of Adel 14 May (KV) and in
Bear Valley 16 May (TW).
Two Band-tailed Pigeon reports were received this season: 1 near Burns
Junction 13May(B.Hosford,/uteAS)and3inHRCo. 16May (DAA, JD). Migrant
Flammulated Owls were at MNWR hq 9 May & 24 May (PM). Burrowing Owls
were reported near Burns 29 Mar (TW), Resenburg Rd., UMAT 21 May (DL) and
from Adel 27 May (CM). The Fort Klamath Great Gray Owls were again noted in
May (RBA, 10 June). The Sunriver Great Gray Owls were seen throughout the
period (TC et ai). Two Long-eared Owls were in the Madras area 8 Mar (fide IH),
a pair was at a nest site in the Pueblo Mts. 30 Apr (fide AS), and 2-3 were fledged
from a nest south of Six Mile Pond in the Catlow Valley this year (TC, JG, Tim
Bickler). Short-eared Owls were reported from Nye Junction, UMAT 21 May (DL)
and at Adel 27 May (CM). A dead Northern Saw-whet Owl was found at MNWR
hq 15 May (fide AS).
' '
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The first reported Common Nighthawk
was at John Day 11 May (TW). A Common
Poorwill was at Pine Mt. east of Bend 24 May
(TC). The first Vaux's Swifts report was of 47 at Malheur field station 26 Apr (fide AS). A
large influx moved through the Grant Co. area
in late May and then settled down to normal
numbers (TW). The first White-throated
Swifts were at the Clarno Unit John Day
Fossil Beds Natl. Monument 6 Apr (TW).
Other reports include: 50 below Owyhee
Dam, MALH 9 Apr (C&MC); 1 at Mosier,
WASC (DL) on 12 May; Succor Creek State
Park on 12 May (CCa); 2 at Lily Lake, Steens
Mts. on 21 May (PS) and 1 at Roaring Springs
Ranch, Catiow Valley on 24 May (JE, TC,
JG).
The season's first Black-chinned Hummingbird was at Umatilla 21 May (DL).
f
Long-eared Owl, Jefferson Co., 30 Three female Black-chinneds were at
May 1987. PhololJohn Allen.
MNWR hq 24-25 May (JE), and an Anna's
was at Bend on 20 Mar. (TC). Four Costa's Hummingbirds were reported from
Sunriver on 26 April; Tumalo State Park, 2 May; Bend on 30 March and at La Pine
on 7-12 May (Eagle Eye, fide TC). This species appears to be slowly increasing in
numbers along the east base of the Cascades. A male Calliope survived 20° F
temperatures near Juntura on the morning of 12 Apr. (C&MC). Twelve were seen
at Dale, GRAN on 26 May (JE, et al.). From reports received it would appear that
this species is much more common than formerly believed in the region. At least
2 female Broad-tailed Hummingbirds were at the feeders in Dale, GRAN 26 May
(JE). Dale could be the hummingbird capital of eastern Oregon. The residents of the
small community are justifiably proud of their hummingbirds and each building in
the town has its own feeder. A female Broad-tailed was at Fields 25 May (TC,
m.ob.) and a male was coming to a feeder in La Pine 7 & 18 May (fide TC). The first
spring report of a Rufous Hummingbird was 18 Apr in Bend.
Lewis' Woodpeckers were reported in generally low numbers from Harney,
Wallowa, and Grant Cos. The highest concentration was found in Wasco Co. where
they are common in the Dufur area (DL, PM, LW). Red-naped Sapsuckers were
near Juntura 12 Apr, north of Prairie City in May and at Indian Ford Campground
23 May. Red-breasted Sapsuckers were at Chandler State Park 28 Apr (CM) and at
Indian Ford CG 23 May (CM, JE). Up to 4 Pairs of Williamson's Sapsuckers were
found along the Dufur Road (Forest Service Rd 44) in s.e. HR Co. in May (m. ob.).
This is a surprising concentration for this location. Williamson's were also reported
from Bear Valley after mid-Apr. (TW) and 4 miles north of Fox 7 May (CCa). The
earliest spring record of a Hairy Woodpecker at Malheur occurred 17 Mar at Mud
Lake (MR, fide AS). A male White-headed Woodpecker was at Idelwild CG,
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HARN at the end of May where they are normal (DL, VT). They were also reported
from Medical Springs in Apr. (TW). Three-toed Woodpeckers were scarce this
year. No reports of this species or the Black-backed Woodpecker were noted in
Grant Co. in May. A female was on the east side of The Dalles Watershed, HOOD
on 11 May (DL), but this bird unfortunately did not stick around. Three-toeds were
regular near Little Cultus Lake, DESC all spring and summer (Rebecca Goggins,
fide TC). Black-backs were reported in mid-Mar. along the Eagle Creek trail,
HOOD (RBA, 19 Mar) and at Idelwild CG 28-29 May (DL, VT). A Northern
(Yellow-shafted) Flicker at Hines 5 Mar (DP, fide AS) was the only one reported.
Migrating Least Flycatchers were noted at MNWR hq 25 May (JG, TC, HN,
JE, m.ob.) and 1 -2 were at Fields 25-28 May (JE, LW, PM). The resident Leasts at
Clyde Holliday State Park were reported there 26 May but only intermittently seen
by observers (fide TW). Single Ash-throated Flycatchers were noted at Page
Springs CG, HARN in late May (PS, JE, HN) where they are to be expected; at Hart
ML Natl. Antelope Refuge hq 23 May
(KV); and at Panorama PL HOOD 16 May
(DAA, JD). An Eastern Kingbird was at
Dayville29May(TW).
A single Purple Martin was at Government Cove east of Cascade Locks in
May. The first swallow reports received
were: Trees on 9 Mar along the Deschutes
River (IH); Violet-greens at Sunriver 18
Mar (DD); and a Barn Swallow in Baker

Scrub Jay was in Pine Cove, WASC 25 Mar (DAA). This location is some distance
away from The Dalles where they are to be expected. Another was in Bend on 1
March (TC). This species may be expanding its range along the eastern base of the
Cascades. Observers are asked to make note of all records on the east side.
Thirty Pinyon Jays were near Bend 7 Mar where they are expected (fide TW).
Black-capped Chickadees were present but scarce in the John Day Valley in March
(TW). A Mountain Chickadee was at MNWR hq 1 May (fide AS). The last one
remaining from last year's invasion in the Madras area stayed until 20 Apr (IH). A
Chestnut-backed Chickadee was still at Bend through April (TC). Two Bushtits
I were north of Frenchglen 20 May (fide
lj AS). House Wrens were abundant in the
John Day area after their late April arrival
(TW). The first to return to the Bend area
' arrived 15 Apr (TC). A Blue-gray Gnat| catcher strayed to Page Springs 16 May
f (fide AS). Western Bluebirds were numerous in Wasco Co. in mid-March (DL)
and several flocks were noted in the
Chestnut-backed Chickadee, 30 March Monument, GRAN area 15 Mar (TW). A
1987, Bend, Deschutes Co. Photo/Tom few reports of Mountain Bluebirds were
Crabtree.
received this season. The low numbers of

Least Flycatcher. 25 May 1987, Malheur 13 Mar (fide TW). Steller's Jays were

NWR headquarters. Photo/Tom Crabtree. fairly scarce in Grant Co. this season. A

Left: Eastern Kingbird, 23 May 1987, Malheur NWR headquarters. Photo/Jim Johnson.
Right: Western Wood-Pewee, Malheur NWR. Photo Tom Crabtree.
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Northern Mockingbird locations, spring migration 1987, eastern Oregon. MaplDavidA.
Anderson.
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Townsend's Solitaires found in Grant Co. last winter carried over this year into this
spring since few were noted there (TW). A Veery was found near Dale, GRAN 2526 May (JE, HN) where they are expected but not numerous. A Varied Thrush
visited MNWR hq 29 May (fide AS).
This was a very good year for Northern Mockingbirds. Grant County's first
record was found near Dayville 28 May (TW) and remained thru period's end. It
was subsequently reported by many of the active county listers visiting the area.
One was at "P" Ranch 1 May and another was at Alvord Hot Springs 15 May (fide
AS). Singles were also reported from Hampton, DESC at the end of May (RBA, 10
June), at Sunriver 31 May (DD), and at Prineville in April. Sage Thrashers were
common on territory near Jordan Valley, MALH on 10 Apr (C&MC). The last
reports of Bohemian Waxwings were of 1 at MNWR hq 26 Mar (AS), at Madras
on 19 Mar (IH) and 75 at Redmond on 18-23 Mar (TC).
Warbling Vireos were first noted in the region on 13 May at Skull Springs,
MALH (CCa). A Tennessee Warbler was reported from MNWR hq 24 May (RBA,
28 May). The season'sfirstYellow Warbler was 1 at Bend on 30 April (TC). A rare
Magnolia Warbler was at Fields 25 May (JE, HN). Interior Black-throated Gray
Warbler sightings occurred at Page Springs Canyon 21-25 May (PS, JE) and at
Skull Springs 13 May (CCa). A Hermit Warbler at MNWR hq on 1 May was
unusual for that location. Two Black-and-white Warblers were reported this
season: a female at Deer Creek, Hart M L 24 May (KV) and another at Roaring
Springs Ranch, Cadow Valley on 30 May (TC, JG). A first-year male American
Redstart was at MNWR hq 29 May (RBA 3 June, TC, JG), or was it the bird which
turned out to be a first year male and heard singing in June? Two Northern
Waterthrushes were noted this season: 1 near Benson Pond MNWR 16 May and
another at Fields 29 May (fide AS). Ovenbirds were at MNWR hq 23-24 May
(RBA, 28 May) and another was mist netted at Deer Creek, Hart Mt. 24 May (KV).
Yellow-breasted Chats 9 May at Mt. Vernon and along the South Fork John Day
River were thefirstreports for the spring. Up to 2 at Viento State Park, HOOD after
16 May were in an area where they have been reported before (JD, DAA, DL). Two
Scarlet Tanagers were reported 31 May; both were females. One at Pike Creek
north of Fields (JG, TC, Tim Bidder) and 1 on the Page Springs Nature Trail (fide
AS). Western Tanagers returned by 9 May when they were noted along the South
Fork John Day River (TW). A pair (??) of Cardinals were reported from Baker 31
Mar (fide TW), unfortunately they were not verified. Apparendy the person who
saw the birds is familiar with Cardinals and reported they were showing signs of
nesting but he scared them off because he thought cats might bother them. Believe
it or not! The origin of these birds is unknown. Cardinals are non-migratory, with
the nearest population in western Nebraska.
A Rose-breasted Grosbeak was along Pike Creek, HARN 25-27 May (fide
AS). A Lazuli Bunting 27 Apr at MNWR hq was the latest spring arrival date for
the refuge. Green-tailed Towhees were at The Narrows, HARN 2 and 21 May, and
6 were above Page Springs 21 May (fide AS). Five Sage Sparrows were near Blue
Mt. north of McDermitt 10 Apr (C&MC). The earliest spring arrival of a Savannah
Sparrow at Malheur occurred 1 Mar. Black-throated Sparrows were reported from
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Malheur, Harney and Lake Counties as follows: Coyote Butte, MNWR 2 May;
Riverside area 14-17 May; 3 south of Plush 13 May; and 50 along a 4-mile stretch
north of Andrews 28 May. Grasshopper Sparrows were reported at 4 areas in
Umatilla County after 22 May (DL, et at). A few Lincoln's Sparrows were noted
migrating through Malheur County 9-12 Apr (C&MC). The last White-throated
Sparrow lingered at "P" Ranch 2-3 Mar. The Harris' Sparrow which wintered at
Odell stayed until 18 Apr (NE); migrating singles were noted at MNWR hq 6 Mar
and 7 May; 2 were at Fields 30 Apr and 2 May. The only Snow Bunting reported

Left: Scarlet Tanager, 31 May 1987, Pike Creek, Harney Co. Photo/Jeff Gilligan. Right:
Harris' Sparrow, 6 March 1987, Malheur NWR, Harney Co. Photo/Tom Crabtree.

was 1 at Krumbo Reservoir 9 Mar (DP & BE). Bobolinks returned to Prairie City,
GRAN by 18 May (TW). They were also briefly noted at Seneca on 10 May. Two
male and 1 female Great-tailed Grackle were reported from a mile north of Page
Springs CG 25 Apr (RBA, 30 Apr). A Hooded Oriole was seen in Klamath Falls
2 May (SS, RBA 7 May) for a rare regional record. Grant County's first Northern
Orioles of the season were noted 8 May at Dayville (fide TW). By mid-May they
were common in Wasco, Wheeler and Grant Counties. A Northern (Baltimore)
Oriole was at Benson Pond 21 May (RBA, 28 May). Fifty Rosy Finches were noted
near Ironside in northern Malheur Co. 12 Apr. A Cassin's Finch was at Benson Pond
20 May (fide AS). No White-winged Crossbills were reported this season. A
Common Redpoll was at Hines 31 Mar (M. Willis, fide AS) for the only report for
this species. Several Lesser Goldfinch sightings were noted this season: 5 at Page
Springs 15 May; 25-30 were there on 25 May (JE, HN); an adult male was seen
feeding a fledged young at Chandler Wayside 27 May; and a male was at the east
end of Ochoco Reservoir 23 May.
Observers: David A. Anderson, Chris Carey (CCa), Craig & Marion Corder,
Tom Crabtree, Dave Danley, John Davis, Nadine Eccles, Brad Ehlers, Joe Evanich,
Jeff Gilligan, Ivy Hilty, Gary Ivey, Shcran Jones, CD. Littlefield, Donna Lusthoff,
Craig Miller, Pat Muller, Harry Nehls, Dave Paullin, Paul Sullivan, Steve Summers, Akimi Shono, Verda Teale, Ken Voget, Linda Weiland, Tom Winters. Other
sources: Eagle Eye (Central Oregon Audubon Soc.), Duck Soup (Grant Co. bird
group), and The Warbler (Portland Audubon Soc.). The Portland Audubon Rare
Bird Alert, a taped weekly recording and compiled by Harry Nehls is noted as
"RBA" with the date of the recording following the letters.
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THE SPRING MIGRATION: WESTERN
OREGON, MARCH - MAY 1987
Steve Heinl, 591 W. 19th, Eugene, OR 97401
Abbreviations:
ANWR
BSNWR
FNWR
FGSP
KSP
MSP
SJCR

- Ankeny National Wildlife Refuge
- Baskett Slough National Wildlife Refuge
- Finley National Wildlife Refuge
- Forest Grove Sewage Ponds
- Kirtland Rd. Sewage Ponds (Medford)
- Monmouth Sewage Ponds
- South Jetty of the Columbia River

LOONS - IBIS
Common Loon migration peaked mid-April to late May bringing a large inland
total of 12 to Emigrant L. 12 April (HS). Three Yellow-billed Loons were found on
the north coast this spring. One was at Garibaldi 27 Mar.-8 May {fide HN), and
single migrants were at the SJCR 9 May, and Seaside 10-20 May (JG, JJ et ai). A
Clark's Grebe was found at Charleston 11 Mar. for the only report (HN et ai).
The OFO pelagic off the Columbia R. mouth 10 May found 4-6 Black-footed
Albatross (low), 30-50 Northern Fulmar, 1 Pink-footed Shearwater, 750 Sooty
Shearwaters, and 1 Short-tailed Shearwater (DFi et al). Brown Pelicans made an
early appearance this year with singles at Bandon 5 April (Betty Smith), and Cape
Meares 8 April (DI). There were numerous reports of ones-twos by late April-early
May.
Not 1, but 2, Magnificent Frigatebirds appeared this spring. A female
bird was videotaped as it cruised north
along the coast at Big Crk. (Lane) 4 Mar.
(MS). An imm. bird was then found in
Charleston harbor 7 Mar., where it
kindly stayed for 4 days (Oregon Department Fish & Wildlife, BF).
A Snowy Egret at Newport 30 Apr.8 May was a rarefind(RO). Cattle Egrets
have wintered in the Coquille Valley in
the past, so 1 there 11 Mar., and 3 there 13
Mar. is not surprising (Merle Archie, JE).
An impressive flock of 29 White-faced Yellow-billed Loon, 10 May 1987, Seaside,
Ibis was seen flying around over the Clatsop Co. Photo/Jim Johnson.
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north spit of Coos Bay 11 May (LT, BG), and a single bird was at Oakridge 22 May
(fide AC).

WATERFOWL - RAPTORS
Last dates for wintering waterfowl were as follows: Tundra Swan 7 at
Sauvie 1.21 Mar. (VT), with 2 exceptionally late birds at Brownsville 2 May (DL);
Emperor Goose — Salem area 3 Mar. (JA); Snow Goose — BSNWR 11 Apr. (JC,
DP); Brant—2 extremely late birds at Florence 31 May (PS, SH); Green—winged
Teal — MSP 24 May (RG, FS); Gadwall — pair FGSP 21 May (JG); Eurasian
Wigeon—4 Tillamook and 1 Portland 18 Apr. (JG, JJ, HN); American Wigeon
pair near Beaverton 17 May (DL, VT); Redhead — pair Bay City Sewage Ponds
6 May (HN); Ring—necked Duck — pair Toketee Res. and 7 Morgan L. 24 May
(DFi, RG, FS); Greater Scaup — Morgan L. 24 May (RG, FS); Oldsquaw —
Newport 8 Apr. (HN); Common Goldeneye — Toketee Res. 20 Apr. (DFi);
Bufflehead — Independence 24 May (RG, FS).
A Trumpeter Swan was at Sauvie I. 16-20 Mar. (DI et al). Greater Whitefronted Goose migration peaked late Apr.-early May, with well over 4500 recorded
passing over the Diamond L. Ranger District during that time period (DFi). A pair
of Blue-winged Teal at Tillamook 18 Apr. was slightly early (JG, JJ). Widespread
arrival occurred during early May (HN et al.). A female Harlequin Duck was seen
near its breeding grounds on the Upper Santiam R. 8 Mar. (JE).
Ospreys arrived on schedule at Fern Ridge Res. 20 Mar. (TM). Typically
Black-shouldered Kites disappear by mid-Mar., but this year at least 6 birds
lingered through late Apr.-early May (m.ob.). Unfortunately there was no indication of possible nesting for any report. A Red-shouldered Hawk near Coquille 13
Mar. was at the north end of the species' probable breeding'range (JE). Another was
seen carrying nesting material at Whalehead (Curry) 21 Mar. (JR). Last dates for
Merlin and Prairie Falcon were 2 May Newport (JJ, OS), and 13 Mar. FNWR (JK)
respectively.
SHOREBIRDS
Singlefulva Lesser Golden-Plovers were at the SJCR 9 May, and 16 May (JG,
JJ, TS et al.), and 2 more were at Bandon 31 May (LT). Once again Black-necked
Stilts made a good showing with up to 50 birds reported from 8 counties 11 Apr.5 May. Seventeen at the FGSP 16 Apr. was the largest total noted (JE), while 9 in
the Coos Bay area (m.ob.) and 1 at Sand L. 2 May (JJ, OS) were the only coastal
reports. Accompanying the stills were 2 American Avocets at the KSP 15 April
(OSw), and 1 at the north spit of Coos Bay 5 May (Tom Marchant).
Peak numbers for yellowlegs were 80 Greaters at Tillamook 18 Apr. (JG, JJ),
and 5 Lessers at the FGSP 19 April (JE). Thirteen Solitary Sandpipers were reported
19 Apr.-7 May, with an extremely late bird at Thornton Crk. 27 May (DF). A Willet
at FNWR 26 April was quite unusual inland for western Oregon (David Marshall).
Whimbrel migration peaked as usual early-mid May, with 135 at Tillamook 6 May
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Magnificent Frigatebird, juvenile, 9 March 1987, Charleston boat basin, Coos Co. Photos/
Owen Schmidt.
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Magnificent Frigatebird, juvenile, 9 March 1987, Charleston boat basin, Coos Co. Blacknecked Stilt, 2 May 1987, Sand Lake, Tillamook Co. Photos!Jim Johnson.
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the largest total noted (HN). Nineteen were still at Bandon 31 May (LT). Seven
Long-billed Curlews was a bit high for spring, and 4 inland reports is quite unusual.
Singles were near Salem 10 Apr. (JA), Fern Ridge 15 Apr. (PS), the KSP 5 May
(HS), and near Ruch 6 May (fide M M ) . A Black Turnstone at the KSP 1 May was
extraordinary, although this is the second record for that location (OSw).
Rare spring Semipalmated Sandpipers were 2 at the Nehalem s.p. 6 May (HN),
and 1 at the SJCR 16 May (TS). A Sanderling strayed inland to the KSP 31 May
(BS). Two Baird's Sandpipers were also at the KSP 16 Apr. (MM), and 4 were at
the FGSP 17 May (DL, VT). Four Rock Sandpipers at the SJCR 10 May were the
last ones noted (JE). Up to 26 Wilson's Phalaropes were at the KSP 26 Apr.-16 May
(OSw et al), and up to 25 were at the Diamond L. s.p. 19 May (DFi). A nest with
4 eggs was found at the latter site providing a rare west side breeding record. Two
Red Phalaropes were at Boiler Bay 29 Mar. (JJ, DR).
JAEGERS - HUMMINGBIRDS
No jaegers were reported from the OFO pelagic of the Columbia R. mouth 10
May (DFi). A Pomarine was at the SJCR 27 Mar. (TL), 3 Parasitics were there 9
May (JG), and another Parasitic was there 20 May (HN).
A well described kumlieni Iceland Gull was at Cannon Beach 8 May (DFi).
There are as yet no documented records of this species in the state, although there
are now several records for the west coast A Glaucous Gull at Newport 16 Apr. was
the last one noted (DF). Only 2 Sabine's Gulls were found on the 10 May OFO
pelagic (DFi). Few small terns were noted this spring. Single Commons were at
Coos Bay 8 Apr. (Joy McDowell), inland at the MSP 30 Apr. (JC), and 3 were at
the KSP 30 May (HS). Also at the KSP were 2 Black Terns on 28 Apr. (HS). Four
were at the LCC s.p. 18 May (PS). Only 4 Cassin's Auklets were found on the 10
May OFO pelagic (DFi). A Tufted Puffin had returned to Yaquina Head by 30
March (AM).
This spring 2 calling Flammulated Owls were found in Jackson Co. One was
in the Little Butte Crk. area during May (fide MM), and another bird was in the
Sardine Crk. area 4 May (Roger Schnoes). The Burrowing Owls at the Eugene
Airport were last seen 21 Mar. (TM), and a migrant was found on top of Skinner's
Butte (Eugene) 31 Mar. (SH). In late May a male Barred Owl was found in the Salt
Crk. area of Jackson Co. (Jim Harper). Not only did it share the same territory as
a male Spotted Owl, but it also shared the same branch and was being fed by the
Spotted Owl too. Subsequent visits found them at the same location. The Spotted
Owl would answer to Spotted owl tapes, and the Barred Owl would answer to
Barred Owl tapes as the Spotted Owl tried to imitate it. Unfortunately the show
ended in June when nearby logging operations chased the birds off. Long-eared
Owls were again found north of Corvallis in the E.E. Wilson area through March
(Kamal Islam).
Common Poorwills were first noted in the Rogue Valley 11 Apr. (fide MM).
The first Vaux' s Swift of the season was found at Eugene 6 Apr. (AC), and the usual
widespread arrival occurred during mid-April. Unusual reports of Black-chinned
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Hummingbirds were singles at Gold Hill 14 Apr. (fide M M ) , and Grant's Pass 18
Apr. (JM), and a male and female at Cape Foulweather 23 May (Anthony Floyd).
A Calliope Hummingbird at Ashland 17 Apr. was the first 1 noted in Jackson Co.
(fide M M ) .
WOODPECKERS - SWALLOWS
Three reports of late Apr. Lewis' Woodpeckers in the Willamette Valley was
an average showing. Four male Williamson's Sapsuckers were near the Keno Rd.
access area of eastern Jackson Co. 20 Apr. (JM).
First arrival date for flycatchers were as follows: Olive—sided Flycatcher —
Wolf Crk. 26 Apr. (EP), Western Wood—Pewee — Fern Ridge Res. 25 Apr. (fide
HN), Willow Flycatcher — Wolf Crk. (EP) and s. Jackson Co. (JJ, SH) 16 May,
Hammond's Flycatcher — Toketee R.S. 18 Apr. (DFi), Dusky Flycatcher —
Toketee R.D. 28 Apr. (DFi), Western Flycatcher—5 in the Brooking area 28 Mar.
being very early (VT), followed by several early April reports.
A Gray Flycatcher at Tou Velle Rd. in Jackson Co. 21 Apr. provided a rare west
side record (HS). Also quite rare were single Black Phoebes at the Cannon Beach
s.p. 1 Apr., and at Tillamook 8 Apr. (DI). Five Say's Phoebes were reported this
spring including 3 at Toketee R.S. 1 Mar.-3 Apr. (DFi). The first Western Kingbird
of the season was in the Rogue Valley 16 Apr. (fide M M ) .
Horned Larks were reported from the Eugene Airport 18 Apr. (Dan Gleason),
and Waldport 22 Apr. (fide DF). Twelve pairs of Purple Martins were found on top
of Stout ML north of Mehama 26 Apr. (BB). First arrival dates for swallows are:
Northern Rough—winged Swallow — the KSP 18 Mar. (OSw); Cliff Swallow —
at the KSP 14 Mar. (OSw); and Barn Swallow—North Bend and Tillamook 8 Apr.
(BF, HN). A rare Bank Swallow was at Tillamook 10 may (RG).
CORVIDS - WARBLERS
A Black-billed Magpie near Banks 1 May (fide HN) was a bit out of place, but
3 along highway 66 in eastern Jackson Co. 7 Mar. were expected (fide MM). A
Scrub Jay at Empire 22 Mar.-12 Apr. was the only coastal report (fide LT). A Rock
Wren provided a nice surprise at Garibaldi 8 Apr. (DI). A pair was found utilizing
a clear-cut in eastern Marion Co. 10 May (BB). A House Wren at Toketee R.S. 15
April was the first of the season (DFi).
Single Blue-gray Gnatcatchers were at Grant's Pass 4 Apr. (fide EP), and near
Emigrant L . 7 Apr. (OSw). Swainson's Thrushes arrived in Eugene 2 May (SH),
and Sauvie I . 7 May (JJ). Widespread arrival was noted thereafter. A Northern
Mockingbird at Newport 10 May was the only report (fide DF). Single Sage
Thrashers were at the SJCR 13 May (HN), and near Sutherlin 23 May (DFi). As
usual Cedar Waxwings appeared in large numbers around mid-May (m.ob.). Up to
30 Bohemian Waxwings were found at Toketee R.S. 19 mar., and in Eugene 14-31
Mar. (DFi, SH). No doubt they were the remainder of last winter's invasion.
Northern Shrikes departed by mid-Mar. with 1 in Polk Co. 20 Mar. the last noted
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(ME). Single Loggerhead Shrikes were at Sauvie 1.7 Mar. (BO), and Gardner Rd.
(Jackson) 30 Apr. (HS).
Solitary Vireos arrived at Toketee R.S. 26 Mar. (DFi), Empire 9 Apr. (BG, LT),
and the Rogue Valley 12 Apr. (fide M M ) . Warbling Vireos were noted widely 21
Apr. on. A Red-eyed Vireo was near Oakridgeby 30 May (PS, SH). First arrival date
for warblers were as follows: Nashville Warbler — Rogue Valley 6 Apr. (JB);
Yellow Warbler — Monmouth and the Illinois Valley 25 Apr. (RG, M M ) ; Blackthroated Gray Warbler — Rogue Valley 6 Apr. (JB); Hermit Warbler—Wolf Crk.
15 Apr. (EP); MacGillivray's Warbler — Selmac L . 15 Apr. (JM); Wilson's
Warbler — Selmac L . and Corvallis 15 Apr. (JM, fide ME); and Yellow-breasted
Chat — Ashland 24 Apr. (fide M M ) .

season was the male Common Grackle discovered at Veneta (Lane) 1 May (TM).
It was easily seen until the end of the period as it cavorted with several Brewer's

EVERYTHING ELSE
A Western Tanager in the Coos Bay area 1 Apr. was quite early (BF). Another
bird was in Eugene 20 Apr. (Herb Wisner), and arrivals were noted widely at the
end of April. The first Black-headed Grosbeak of the season was seen at Grant's
Pass 22 Apr. (JM), and widespread arrival was also noted at the end of April. Single
Lazuli Buntings were at Eugene 24 Apr. (SG), Portland 26 Apr. (fide HN), and near
Ruch 26 Apr. (fide M M ) . An imm. male Indigo Bunting was photographed as it
came to a Seaside feeder 11 Apr. (Dave HebertfideHN).
A wintering American Tree Sparrow was last seen at a Gold Beach feeder 27
Mar. (fide JR). Single Chipping Sparrows were at Toketee R.S. 3 Apr. (DFi), and
Grant's Pass 9 Apr. (fide EP), followed by many reports thereafter. The first Vesper
Sparrow of the spring was also at Toketee R.S. 4 Apr. (DFi). A Black-throated
Sparrow at a Corvallis feeder 23-25 May was the only report (Stanley Moore). A
rare Sage Sparrow was at Cape Meares 1 Apr. (HN). A Fox Sparrow thought to be
of the central Oregon breeding race visited a Salem feeder 15-20 Apr. (fide BB).
Two Swamp Sparrows remained from last winter's incursion. Singles were at
Sauvie 1.8 Mar. (JG), and Fern Ridge Res. 4 Apr. (TM). A migrant White-throated
Sparrow was at Skinner's Butte in Eugene 2 May (SH), and a Harris' Sparrow was
at Tou Velle Prk. near Medford 2 May (Pat Muller). Three Lapland Longspurs at
Newport 28 April were a bit unseasonal (DF), as was a single bird at Tillamook 22
Apr. (HN).

Common Grackle, 2-3 May 1987, Veneta, Lane Co. Photo left/Owen Schmidt; rightlBing
Wong.

Blackbirds. This is the firs western Oregon and only the third state record. Northern
Orioles arrived in late April with singles at Ashland 16 Apr. (fide MM), ANWR 23
Apr. (JA), and several areas on 26 April (m.ob.).
Five Rosy Finches sought out the King Mt. Rock Gardens on King Mt. 7 Apr.
(EP). A strong influx of Lesser Goldfinches hit the Eugene area mid-April, where
they were common thereafter (SH).

. There were several w. Cascades reports of Yellow-headed Blackbird this
spring. Three occurred at
—•
Toketee R.S. 4 May-3 June
(DFi), and 8 were at Detroit L. 12 May (BB, FS).
The Rusty Blackbird that
wintered on Sauvie I . was
last seen 5 Apr. (SH, DR).
Perhaps the shocker of the
Golden-crowned Sparrow, midMay 1987, Cornelius, Washington Co. PhotolJim Johnson.

mm
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Above: Pine Warbler, 23 October 1986, Harbor, Curry Co. Drawing/Alan Barron. See OB
13(2): 244, 1987. Below: Townsend's Warbler, 2 May 1987, south jetty Yaquina Bay,
Lincoln Co. Photo/Owen Schmidt.
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Initialed Observers:
JA - Jon Anderson
JB - June Babcock
BB - Barb Bellin
AC - Alan Contreras
JC - Jack Corbett
ME - Merlin Eltzroth
JE - Joe Evanich
BF - Ben Fawver
DF - Darrel Faxon
DFi - David Fix
RG - Roy Gerig
JG - Jeff Gilligan
BG - Barb Griffin
SG - Steve Gordon
SH - Steve Heinl
DI - Dave Irons
JJ - Jim Johnson
JK - Jan Krabbe
TL - Tom Love
DL - Donna Lusthoff
A M - A l McGie

TM
JM
MM
HN
BO
RO
DP
EP
DR
JR
HS
MS
OS'
FS
TS
PS
BS
OSw
VT
LT

- Tom Mickel
- Jim Miller
- Marjorie Moore
- Harry Nehls
- Bob O'Brien
- Robert Olson
- Don Pederson
- Eleanor Pugh
- Dennis Rogers
- Jim Rogers
- Howard Sauds
- Martha Sawyer
- Owen Schmidt
- Floyd Schrock
- Tim Shelmerdine
- Paul Sherrell
- Bill Stotz
- Otis Swisher
- Verda Teale
- Larry Thornburgh
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Oregon Birds is

looking for material in these categories:

News Briefs on things of temporal importance, such as meetings, birding
trips, announcements, news items, etc.

Short Notes are shorter communications dealing with the biology of

Oregon's birds. Short Notes typically cite no references, or at most a few
in parentheses in the text. Author's name and address appear atthe end
of the text.

Articles are longer contributions dealing with the biology of Oregon's
birds. Articles cite references (if any) at the end of the text. Author's
name and address appear at the beginning of the text.

Bird Finding Guides "where to find a
BIRDING TRIP

Birds of Kenya
June 18 to July 11,1988

A Portland Audubon Society Tour
Kenya supports the most spectacular assemblage of large animals on earth, but living alongside this wildlife in the
beautiful national parks and countryside is one of the world's most diverse avifaunas — including such unfamiliar
groups as babblers, barbels, bee-eaters, bulbuls, bustards, honeyguides, hornbills, mousebirds, parrots, storks,
sunbirds, turacos, weavers, and wood hoopoes. While Latin American countries have more species, Kenya's
habitats are more open and accessible, making birds more observable. In a 22-day excursion we will see over
550 bird species, many of them large and showy. In addition to birds we'll also view the traditional African wildlife,
from lions to elephants, as we traverse the country from the shores of Lake Victoria and the lush Kakamega forest,
through the arid Rift Valley with its varied lakes, across the savannahs with big game and into cool mountain forests,
and down to the relict forests and estuaries of the palm-fringed coast on the Indian Ocean. National Parks and
Reserves we'll visit include Mt. Kenya, Lake Bogoria, Samburu, Kakamega, Maasai Mara, Nairobi, Tsavo, Shimba
Hills, Sokoke Forest, and Watamu Marine Park. The cost is $3495, including air fare from Portland. Lodgings are
in comfortable hotels and lodges. For a brochure, write Mark Smith, Africa Bird Trip, Portland Audubon Society,
5151 N.W. Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97210, (503)292-6855.
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Reviews for published material on Oregon birds or of interest to Oregon
birders.

Photographs of birds, especially photos taken recently in Oregon.

Please submit color slide duplicates or black and white glossies in 3 x
5 size. Label all photos with photographer's name and address, bird
identification, date and place the photo was taken. Photos cannot be
returned unless prior arrangements are made with the Editor.

Deadline for the next issue of Oregon Birds—Volume 14
Number 1—is 1 February 1988. The next issue should get to
you by the first week of March 1988. Material can be submitted at any time, and the sooner the better. Please send
materials directly to the Editor, 3007 N.E. 32nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97212 (503)282-9403
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